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Albert Brodsky, of Leipsic, the present concert- Theophile Kwiatkowski, the Polish painter, and one, 
master of the Symphony Society, was the soloist at that of Chopin’s most faithful friends, died in Paris, aged 83 
society’s first concert of the season. His selection was years. Chopin died in his arms while Countess Potoki 
Brahi vioiin-conci was singing Schubert’s “Ave Maria,” accompanied at 
, _ , . „ . . the piano by the Princess Czartoviska. 
A piano concerto, by Ludwig Schytte, new to this 
country, was played at a recent Seidl concert in New Mme. Livia von Frege, once a highly distinguished 
York by Arthur Priedheim. The work was re-orches- singer, died near Leipsic aged 73 years. It was she who 
i by i ' , created the part of the Peri in Schumann’s “Paradise 
■.■■■■■■ . and the Peri,” and also took the soprano part in St. 
After a phenomenal European. success, I aderewski Paul at its first performance, arid to whom both Mendels- 
pars are held ma<^e bis brilliant American debut in New York on Nov. 80hn and Schumann dedicated a number of songs, 
hrdorad to be 17th. He played Saint-Saens’ G minor concerto, his 
own concertos, and several Chopin numbers. —— - 
S> The Abbey Italian Opera Troupe opened its season - TTQT1 ~<yp PTPPPS 
liPHiA, PA. at the Chicago Auditorium on Nov. 9th with “Lohen- * 
* grin.” This company’s New York season at the Metro- -- 
- - poiit&n ( pera House will begir m December I4th Grade I 
A standard musical pitch, uniform throughout the We here present a list of First Grade teaching pieces, 
country, was adopted at the ^November meeting of the w]1jc]1 wm be warmly welcomed by both teachers and 
Piano Manufacturers’ Association of New York. It is , i . * , 1 . , , - 
to be known as the “ International” pitch, and is 435 A. Thousands of pieces have been looked over foi 
*m ~ .. , these selections, which have been finally settled upon tc p Chicago The Grunfeld Brothers gave six miscellaneous concerts , t , ’ . „ , . , , . 
S at Madison Square Garden Concert Hall, New York, meet a broad series of wants m teaching beginners o: 
Among the concerted music were Rubinstein’s ’Cello various needs and tastes. Special care has been taker 
e first Gin- Sonata, Op. 18, and Mendelssohn’s Yariations Concert- have no passages in these selections that eontaii 
antes, Op. 17. difficulties beyond their general grade.1" These piecei 
ry, having foreign. are almost all out of the old ruts, as to content ant 
■ . style, although a few of the old favorites are retained 
win give a neMELBODRNE, Australia, is to have a Handel festival b6toM0 of their snperior technical and music value 
ion. nex year. Each piece has been edited with great care. Engraving 
inor piano 1893^‘Eienzi ” is to be given among the other printing and paper are ali superior. 
ation holds Taglioni, afterward Princess Windischgratz, died in ' classical. 
28, 29,30, Austria aged 58 years. . Beethoven, Allegretto, from 7th Symphony \ 15 cts. 
Massanet is composing a new opera, Amy Rob- Haydn, Andante, from Surprise Symphony J 
1 Con 1 Hoffman, H. Melody.. 15 “ 
is now re- “ L’Ami Fritz,’-’ Mascagni’s new opera, met with true Gurlitt, C. Sunshiny Morning. . . . 16 
Italian enthusiasm at its first production in Rome. Merkel, G;. Op. 30, No. 1. Childrens 
Io?nf-r • Dvorak has composed an orchestral suite in three Gurlitt. On. 101, No. 10. Song without 
Studies in . named re8pectiveiy) “Nature,” “ Life,” and Words. . . . ... 15 “ 
‘Love.” Schumann. Op. 68, No. 2. Soldiers’ 
ladours and ^ series of meetings was recently held in London March. . . . . . .. . * • ■ • ■ • * \2Q “ 
vliss Dows to ceiebrate semi-centennial of the Tonic-Sol-Fa Schumann. Op. 68, No. 1. Melody . . J 
, . Remecke. Under the Linden iree... . . 15 
it. move^ent* , T , . „ , Gurlitt. Op. 101, No. 6. Slumber Song 20 “ 
i W nn?p The first ten performances of “Lohengrin” at the Rummel, J. Romance. ........ 20 “ 
,A‘ ^an e Paris Grand Opera have realized an average of over Reinecke. Evening Twilight. 15 “ 
$4000 for each performance. Mendelssohn. Op. 72, No. 3. Kinderstlicke 25 “ 
th Brodsky Leopold Auer is to succeed Rubinstein as the con- Wolff, Gustav 1. Op. 25, No. 12. In the (( 
on Sunday duetor Gf the svmrihonv concerts of the Imperial Mu- Swung . ..... ...... - ■ 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., DECEMBER, 1891 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music* \ 
EDITOEIAL NOTES. r 
WHO SHOULD STUDY MUSIC 
“ Nothing is troublesome that we do willingly.” The 
much-quoted “ Ram’s Horn’’ says: “ God netyer made 
a man to whom He did not give the power to excel all 
others at something.” But how are we to learn what 
that something is? The answer can be found “ between 
the lines” of the first quotation above. Moses received 
his call from the burning bush; Paul, from the vision 
at mid-day near Damascus, and I doubt not but both men 
found that their mission gave them; the greatest pleasure 
of their lives. All great inventions and achievements 
were worked out by their authors in the happiest mo¬ 
ments of their existence. When the little boy spent his 
time in practicing on an old spinnet in the" garret, away 
from the hearing of his father, he was following but his 
God-given work as truly.as a prophet of old, and it cer¬ 
tainly was the boy’s chief delight, or he would have 
been doing mischief with other boys and so have grown 
up to be an ordinary man instead of the immortal Handel. 
The little Bach delighted in music so much that he 
copied a score of music by moonlight, when other boys 
would have been asleep. Mozart, when a mere babe, 
could hardly be kept from the harpsichord, this instru- 
. ment taking precedence in his boyish tastes to toys and 
sports; his father saying that he never played games, as 
other children do. A great number of similar instances 
could be mentioned, but the above serve to illustrate 
the important truth that the bent of a child’s life-mis¬ 
sion can be seen in what he finds to be his chief pleas¬ 
ures. If, when speaking of music or hearing it he is at 
once interested, this should be a hint as to what his life 
work should be; but if he especially delights in it, this is 
more than a hint, it is a God-given message—I had 
almost written command—that he be educated in the 
art for a professional career. 
AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS. 
The amateur is “ one who has a taste for the arts; es- 
ecially it who culti s an tudy or a f im aste 
. atta ha nt rithout pui ing it raft sional , says 
1 * r; bu , yst ’i sam uth( it an tantiall ht 
business which one professes to understand and to fol- 
I w foi sul jistt ice, ■ the iloj , law 01 medicin , makes 
one a professional.” But in defining these twt classes 
.. re is a d sti ti< > qua ity as ell i quai tit , at 
least in the popular mind. Some amateurs are better 
musicians than are some professionals, while the profes- 
sional shouldb the «r r thatl ; naj righ j con cuand 
“a subsistence” from the practice of bis profession. 
One honest act does not make a man honest, but one de- 
falcation makes him a thief. A man must be honest al¬ 
ways if he gains a reputation for honesty; and, likewise, 
. the professional musician should. do truly artistic work 
always, while an amateur is not held up to a&dugh a 
sta d&rd bj the public o bj critics Amateurs are a 
most valuable factor in an art, when they keep them- 
s< ves fron eneroa hing on the field jhtl held b pro 
fessional artists. An amateur musician is © at of his 
place when he spends his days in an office, store, bank, 
etc., and plays an organ on Sunday for a salary that 
should be given to a professional musician, for he gets 
his subsistence from Ms clerkship, and the musician 
from Ms music. The amateur musician, broadly speak-- 
ing, should .not fill any. musical engagement that would 
• bring money to some professional musician; but there 
are exceptions to all rales j however, the principle holds 
good. Bat in no way, in music, Is so much wrong and 
harm done aa is. amateur teaching, for good teaching 
demands extensive and thorough preparation, which few 
amateurs possess; and those who have the necessary 
preparation should either enter the profession or leave 
its work to professionals 
DO- YOU WANT A BETTER PLACE f 
Many teachers desire larger fields of use^ohreBB and 
feel competent to fill them, but dislike to leave a position 
where they are doing well for onte that may"'perhaps 
prove a failure, while promising success. Churches, sem¬ 
inaries^ conservatories, and communities are as anxions 
for a fine mnsician as you are for a good place. Repre¬ 
sentatives of these, now and then, come to your towns 
on business or pleasure, and hear of you and your work, 
perhaps hear ybnr organ playing and choir directing, and 
an engagement grows out of it. 
More and better fields of this kind would be filled if 
leathers were always working up to their ideals. Too 
many allow^hemselves to drift with the popular desire 
for mediocrity, and so do not try to do better work and 
use better, music, in fact, cease to do anything towards 
elevating public taste. They give no musicales and con¬ 
certs, they play the same old hackneyed voluntaries on 
the organ, their friends and pupils speak of them with no 
enthusiasm, and thus they miss the call to higher posi-1 
tions and wider fields, forgetting that “if you want a 
better place, yon can get it by filling the poorer place bo 
‘thoroughly well that it is self-evident that you have the 
ability to fill a larger.5 ’ 
Some of the most useful articles that we publish are a 
record of the teacher’s every-day experience in lesson¬ 
giving. We ask that the teachers among our readers 
will write oat such things and ideas, ways of meeting 
difficulties, interesting pupils, of teaching time, stories 
to pieces illustrating their content, illustrations used to 
make eaBy the obsenre and difficult points to a pupil—in 
short, whatever has proved of value and a help in your 
own work. A suggestion: write your thoughts as they 
come to yon in lesson-giving, and then elaborate and 
polish up for the article. 
TYPES II THE OOICJEET EOOM. 
BY NEALLY STEVENS. 
as - sn ly . le of r , mall * i li< nee s emble -J * > 
listen to a Chopin programme given by a local professor, 
and my att ntion *,*5 called to, * ht ibs( rbing .it; s 
evinced y ly on n ight i ither < . entric 
reading of that composer by the above named celebrity. 
Among other numbers as per programme was t^e fol¬ 
lowing: “ Grand Etude for the left hand in C minor, 
Op. 10, No. 12.” At this point my neighbor seemed 
doubly interested, leaning forward and craning her 
neck to gain a better view of the key-board. Much to 
our amusement she exclaimed, at the conclusion of the 
etude, “ Oh pshaw, he used his right haDd! ” Evi¬ 
dently her attention was due to curiosity about, rather 
than interest in, the art of piano playing. 
Perhaps she was related to the pretty girl in rustic 
finery, who asked if I would not 11 please play just once, 
‘ Home, Sweet Home,’ with foreign fingering; ” or to 
the good deacon who, at the close of the concert, re¬ 
marked confidentially, though approvingly, to the lady 
who had had the temerity to engage me for their church 
benefit—“Why! Miss Stevens isn’t an actress, she’s a 
lady. ” Was it Thespisor Cecilia whose social position 
he questioned ? 
Among students the most severely critical are those 
who, living remote from the influence of the concert 
room, are guided solely by the ideas of their teachers 
or their own too often distorted views on interpretation; 
the most appreciative and discriminating those living in 
the larger towns where opportunity is constantly offered 
and improved for hearing not only the best, but the 
various pianists. The former are usually discovered 
Bitting in the front row, solemn and severe, a copy of 
Beethoven in hand; the latter sit where fancy dic¬ 
tates, are' independent and vigorous in their criticism, 
1 ■ in witl >ul feai ni ing withou * aint 
I might menti<jrti/ the shy pupil .who bums with’ a desire 
to meet the artist, but,who stands aloof.and stares 
“with 'never a .word' to say,”'or the dear girl who 
rashes up to give yea an emphatic "caress and tell yon 
hov pe fectly lovely it was. 
Not to be omittecl is he diligent s udent who seeks 
after ideas, ~br this aggressive one who advances the 
same. 
, I could also say something of the “remarkably 
promising, young pianist,” who demurely waifs at a 
modest distance, while the! teacher descants upon his or 
her talents, and then coyly advances to be patted. 
Yet oftener one meets the society woman who doles 
out platitudes accompanied by the ditto man who glories 
in his ignorance ofallmatters musical. 
Nor do I forget that discouraging individual who, 
after my long piano programme, will naively ask me, 
“ Miss StevenB, don’t you sing?” 
Ever to be remembered is the old bore who wants me 
to improvise. 
The individual whose vocabulary is limited to his call¬ 
ing is not uncommon. For example: A conductor 
remarked that he thought my Knabe Piano would get a 
“hot box,” and his friend, the stenographer, observed 
to the management “ --, what a magnificent type¬ 
writer that woman would make! ” 
But of all the unmitigated frauds is the professor who 
now approacheth, self- conceit oozing from every pore, 
to propound his theories and explain his method. He 
prates of “ expression versus virtuosity,” the “ aesthetic 
versus the mechanical;” “Soul versus fingers,” etc., 
assuring one that he never kills the spirit with technique ; 
he never retards genins with pianistic Bkill, too ignorant 
to realize that to play the piano one most learn to use 
one’s fingers,to produce tone one must study touch in all 
its phases and acquire a flexible technique; or should we 
say, too .punning to expose his ignorance of the art he 
professes to tea:ch, he goes on to the end of the chapter 
imposing impracticable theories on credulous pupils. 
This type,let ns be thankful, is almost without exception 
foreign to the soil, and finds an antidote in the scores of 
American teachers who; have had more or less excellent * 
training which they impart with native zeal. The in¬ 
fluence in any audience of these teachers is qnickly felt 
by the artist. ’Tis an influence towards that enthusiasm 
which warms the heart and brightens the Angers and 
makes the programme go. 
lyyl-te ' \ ' v ■: 
How grateful are kind words from these people at the 
close of the concert. All are acceptable, from the encour¬ 
aging comments of a colleague to the gush of a school 
girl. 
Miss Sentimental asks: “But'don’t'you work from 
pure love of your art ? Do you really care for approval ? ’ ’ 
Of course, I love my art, yet I 'could never work and 
travel and play without approbation and flowers and 
talking to agreeable people about pleasant things. I 
i would rather enmity wore a mask of flattery than to Bee 
its ngly face. One need not believe fulsome praise, and 
to turn a deaf ear to intelligent criticism would be im¬ 
becile. Yet remarks from spleeny sources should be 
graciously condoned and silent contempt disarmed with 
its own weapon. 
Surely above all things do we prize sincerity, and that, 
perhaps, is the reason I was so pleased when a tiny 
pianist of eight years threw his little arms about my neck, 
exclaiming, “Oh, Miss Neally Stevens, I liked yon 
best of all,” than which no sweeter praise was ever 
bestowed. 
v._, 
OOEEEOTIOIS II TOUCH AID TECHIIO. 
PART II. SCALES. 
Page 15. Exercise 12. 
Fingering wrong. Third line, second measure. 
“ “ Fourth line, second and third 
measures. 
“ “ Last line, fifth and sixth Measures, 
Page 16. Exercise 17 (c.) Fingering wrongs 
All of these are easily corrected by simply making the 
fingering to conform to that of the scale of 0 minor 
as given on page 82. 
Page 86. Beale of A major in doable sixths.' 
Of the two row! of figures over the notes for the. right 
hand the upper row is right and tbe lower one should be 
erased. -'kVkv.il y ; 
:© 
HELPS AND HINTS GLASSIO MUSIC, 
BY EDWARD DXQgiNSOH. expression will allow, and we have music that may 
""j ■■ : properly be called “classic.” An instrumental work 
WHAT IS CLASSICAL MUSIC ? ' J™*8 °f 
^ . 1 ■■. that ins discussion i ould be confined to instru 
Iherb is probably no expression oftener employed mental, music) must be constructed on a definite plan, 
with little or no knowledge of its meaning than the and this plan must be carried out consistently to the end. 
term classical music.” It is one of those expressions The themes upon which it is based will be re-introduced 
that belong to the current small change of conversation, according to an intelligible method, the whole work 
and is allowed to pass without question because no one must consist of regular divisions which shall have a 
takes the trouble to challenge them. But, as a matter fixed and systematic relation to each other. The work 
of fact, this term “ classical music” has a very definite must give the impression of self-control on the writer’s 
and important significance, and it may be of service in part, a cool logical plan. It has development according 
the cause of intelligent musical judgment to draw the to law and system. Unity in variety is the classic idea in 
distinction between classic and non-classic music, and music as in the other arts. ' 
show how the two schools are to be studied and appre- - 
(dated. _.; 
We need to be very cautious in the application of the HEW PUBLICATIONS. 
word “classic” to music, for the term has two meanings EXERCISES FOR SIUHT-SINGING CLASSES. By 
or uses, one the popular, general use, the other the tech- W. W. Gilchrist. 
nical, critical use. It is hardly necessary to say that the This work is a set of 330 exercises for all voices, in 
latter is the only one that is of any use in exact criticism. solo, duet, trio, and four-part singing, in classes, mixed; 
The word comes from the Latin classicus, which is from female or male, and for the pupil in private practice, 
ckmis, a class, and which meant pertaining to the classes Any method or manner of teaching can be applied, even 
or political divisions into which the ancient Roman the transference of tonic Bol-fa to the standard notation, 
people were divided, and in particular relating to the Interval and time reading are especially provided for 
highest class, who were often spoken of as classici; and the book is interspersed with helpful remarks, yetin 
hence the use of the word to denote writers of the first n0 way restricting the teacher in an application of his 
rank. Thus we have the word used to signify that method. Price, $1.00. This is an unusually valuable 
which is excellent and permanent, and this is the work. 
general, popular use in musical discussion to which I THE MUSIC REVIEW_ 
have referred. The exact critical meaning of the word mu- • , , . . , 
A . . x, x . , This is a new musical monthly devoted to the review of is related to the other in that it refers to that especial • , , . . . . . T , .. , 
, . . f „ .1 x • l i • x- r - , music and works pertaining to music. It describes and 
kind ot .excellence that is characteristic of ancient litera- •_ J x 3 -x, x,. , rr,, r- gives measures of the pieces reviewed, thus showing more 
ture and art as compared with the modern. The clear- , , , . * - . . .... , . & 
X -x x - ■ , .1 , clearly what a piece is like. This is published by Clay- 
est way, it seems to me, in which can be shown the true. ^ ivc to u v. * 
-x. . , . ... ton onmmy, 174-176 i/abash Avenue, Chicago, 
philosophic meaning of the term classic music is by ex- price> |100 annua 
plaining what this characteristic excellence of classic art m . . 
is and how it has been exemplified in certain musical GOLDEN MOM rOR, by Wm. C. Wright, is a 
form8 useful book for teachers and students, covering much of 
We mean in the strict sense of the word “classic,^’ any ground included in standard music primers, but it also 
work of art that is pure, chaste, refined, correct in its C1°ntams seVeral short e88ays uPon teachinS and Paying 
construction according to the most valid rules, and Jat are of practical worth. Published by Max Meyer & 
chiefly that which is perfect in form, in which every r°‘ ’ maaa’ e 
detail is subordinate to one definite thought or plan MUSICIANS IN RHYME, fob Childhood's Time. 
which pervades the whole, a work that is symmetrical.in Schirmer, Publisher. 
proportions, compact and clear in its expression. Its Children delight in rhymes; taking this fact as a text, 
essential distinction is that the expression is completely *he authors, Rebekah Crawford and Louise Morgan Sill, 
adequate to the thought. There is no conflict or lack of have written the stories of the lives of the great musicians 
correspondence between the idea and the embodiment of verse. Children also delight in the doings of people 
the idea; it is beautiful not merely in details, but as a per- that they become interested in, as a musical child does 
feet symmetrical whole; it satisfies the mind with a the composers of the music that they enjoy. This 
sense of completeness and unity, with the artist’s perfect hook is elegantly gotten up aB a gift book, with many 
mastery of his materials. beautiful illustrations by Albert D. Blashfield. $1.50, 
If the classic artist is an architect he will make his in cloth. It can be ordered through this office, 
building faultless in its proportions; each part will be so “ MUSIC,” a monthly magazine. W. S. B. Mathews, 
adapted to the plan of the/whole that it will not distract Editor and Publisher. Single numbers, 30 cts. Yearly 
the attention, but will blend and combine with every subscription, $3.00. 
other feature to produce an impression of grace and This is a new venture in the field of musical journalism, 
harmony. Symmetry of outline and subordination of but by the veteran writer and editor, so well known tc 
the elements to the main design is the ideal of classic our readers, W. S. B. Mathews. In the prospectus the 
architecture. Editor says: “Three grades of articles will appear: 
“ So, if the classic artist is a sculptor he will try to serious essays upom important aspects'and principles ol 
mould a perfect human form with round flowing ont- music; magazine articles proper, of a readable character, 
lines; easy but firm poise, just relation of the members interesting to the great body of musical readers ; article: 
to each other. He will avoid extravagant expression of direct practical value to teachers and amateurs.” 
and strained attitudes, and his object will be to represent This is a wide field and Mr. Mathews knows well how 
the human body as the enclosure of a soul that is'calm, to cultivate it for the best results to his readers. Then 
flexible, and self-poised. is abundant room for such a periodical, one dealing 
And so, if the classic artist is a poet he strives to be with the phases of musical art as above outlined, anC 
perfectly clear in expression, avoids the error of using a The Etude extends the cordial hahd of fellowship, ano 
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WOBTHY OF COMMENT. 
MUSIC BY telephone; 
It is well known that the phonograph will record the 
playing and singing of the artist and thus give the teacher 
a model rendition for his pupils to work up to, and we 
can also hand down to posterity a record of the artists’ 
style by this means. But bo less wonderful is the fol¬ 
lowing account of the capabilities of the telephone:— 
Says the writer: “I once spent a large share of the 
uight with a telephone operator at Worcester, and know, 
that there are many pleasant things connected with the 
business. Generally after twelve o’clock the calls are 
few and far between, coming chiefly from the newspapers 
and doctors. It Is the custom of some of the operators 
. to make the circuit of several places and tell funny 
stories, but the pleasantest part of it is when Worcester, 
Fall River, Boston,, Springfield, Providence, and New 
York onnected bj long-d dost of 
the boys of these places are musicians. The operator in 
Providence plays the banjo, the Western operator a 
harmc he oth< -ie tune 
will be started by the players and the others will sing. 
To appreciate the effect, one must have a transmitter 
close to his ear. The music will sound as clear as 
though it were, in the same room. It is a very hard thing 
for a person to believe unless he has heard-it.” ; 
Every musical person has a still more' wonderful way 
of hearing music, but one not enough appreciated or 
cultiva s t ■ bilit ie ear the 
music he has before enjoyed. Memory and imagination 
can recall and picture past music to the mind so vividly 
that we can experience over and over again the delights 
of music heard in the past. 
Be 5<"-. ->\;i j\;r study oi music 
The nearest approach to perpetual motion yet dis¬ 
covered is an active boy. His energy finds an outlet in 
mischief ii d - 5. W. D. Howells, 
in Harper's Young People, says — 
There is a difference between boys and men, but it is a difference 
of self-knowledge chiefly. A boy wants to do everything, because 
he does not know he cannot; a man wants to do something, because 
he knows he cannot do everything: a boy always fails and a man 
sometimes fails, because the man knows and the-boy does not know. 
A man is better than a boy, because he knows better; he has learned 
by experience that what is a harm to others Is a greater harm to 
himself, and he. would rather not do it. But a boy hardly knows 
what harm la, and he does it mostly without realizing that It hurts. 
He cannot invent anything; he can only imitate; and it is easier to 
imitate evil than good. You can imitate war, but how are you go- 
ingto imitate peace? So a boy passes his leisure in contriving mis¬ 
chief. If you can get another fellow to walk into a wasp’s camp, 
you can see him jump and hear him howl; but if you do not, then 
nothing at all happens. If yon set a dog to chase a cat up a tree, 
then something has been done; but if you do not set the dog on the 
cat, then the cat just lies in the sun and sleeps, and you lose vour 
time. If a boy could find out some way of doing good so that he 
could be active in it, very likely lie would want to dogood now and 
then; but as he cannot, he very seldom wants to do good. 
He “passes his leisure in contriving mischief,” and 
“ if a boy could find out some way of doing good so that 
he might be active in it, very likely he would want to do 
good now and then.” Bishop Vincent, in his famous 
lecture, “ That Boy of Mine,” shows how, in many ways, 
to direct the boy’s desire to do something. From the con¬ 
clusions arrived at by experience and observation, the 
writer would direct the attention of parents to the value 
of the practice of music for their boys. An eminent 
educator remarked, “if I had two children, a boy and a 
girl, and could afford a mnsical education for but one of 
them, it would be the boy, for it would be a channel for 
him to work off his superfluous spirits in a way that 
wonld be of use to him. When grown to be a man he 
could find profitable employment for his musical .skill as 
church organist, choir director or singer, to say nothing 
of the social, moral and refining value of music upon 
him, as well as the fact that the practice of music is an 
effective keep-at-home, as well as a pleasant employment 
of his time.” « 
f 
The January number of The Etude wilfcbntain sev¬ 
eral articles of unusual worth, written by celebrated 
writers. 
; ISDOM OF l1 AS"! 
Conducted by Mbs. Bblms McLeod Lewis. 
Fortunately Art is „as broad and boundless as preju¬ 
dice is narrow and restricted.—A. J. Goodrich. 
• How empty learning, and how vain Is art. 
But as it mends the life, and guides the heart!— Young. 
All musical people seem to be happy. It is the en¬ 
grossing pursuit, almost the only innocent and unpun¬ 
ished passion.—Sydney Smith. 
There is a grace of learning as well as a grace of 
singing; there is a passive aB well as an active side. 
—H. R. Hawies. 
The person who is unacquainted with the best things 
among modern literary productions is looked upon as 
uncultivated. He should be at least as advanced as this 
in music-hr SeMimm, %. 
The real test of the composer is what he can put on 
the paper, Schumann has told us, and this test means 
the application of practical diligence and definite effort. 
—E.H, Turpin. 
An artist who always moves in the same style and 
groove becomes in the end a pedant and mannerist; and 
nothing does him more harm than to content himself 
too long with a given style, simply because it is con- 
venient.^/S'cAumaim. 
He who does the best he can iB always improving. 
•His best of yesterday is outdone to-day, and his best of 
to-day will be outdone to-morrow.' It is this steady 
progress, no matter from what point it starts, that forms 
‘I chief elen ;nt < all jatness i id ,« tit r 
Until we have learned to think of every moment of 
our lives as being a fit subject for music, we shall never 
understand the Tone Poets, who were in the habit of 
regarding the whole of their inner life as melodic and 
symphonic, and setting vast portions of it to music, 
regardless of what the world at large was likely to say 
or think about it.—H. R. Hawies. 
I once stood before a painting of almos| priceless 
value. Could I appreciate it? I could not. The trouble 
was with myself and not the painting. Great works of 
Art need to be studied in order to be appreciated, and 
this holds no less true with the Great Tone Poems in 
the musical realm, than in other forms of Art. 
—jE. A. Smith. 
He whose soul soars above the contracted bounds of 
life, and the world in general, into the domain of true 
science, will find Bach's music always a delight (this is 
more than much sympathetic music can do), for Bach’s 
compositions inspire the soul with freedom, strengthen¬ 
ing and rendering it clear, taking it beyond the petty 
strifes of this world.—Kohler. 
The pianaforte, as an instrument, will always be suit¬ 
able for harmony rather than, for melody, seeing that the 
most delicate touch of which it is capable cannot impart 
to an air the thousand different shades of spirit and 
vivacity which the bow of the violinist, or the breath of 
the flutist are able to produce. On the other hand, 
there is perhaps no instrument which, like the piano¬ 
forte, commands by its powerful chords the whole range 
of harmony, and discloses its treasures in all their won¬ 
derful variety of form.—Hoffmann. 
Music being in its very Mature vague and indeter¬ 
minate as a medium of emotional expression, how are we 
to discriminate as to the intrinsic worth of different 
kinds of composition in music? I think the answer 
must be : “ By the character of the particular emotions 
expressed or excited.” There is a style of music which 
appeals merely to the sensuous side of our nature. 
There iB alsi^ipusic which lifts us out of ourselves toward 
the loftiest and purest ideality. The difference is that 
between Offenbach and Beethoven. 
Special Announcement.—The January issue of The 
Etude will contain a brilliant concert piece, copiously 
annotated, and with a lesson of great worth for its prac¬ 
tical ideas in touch, phrasing, and expression, Iff Wm. 
H. Sherwood, 
“ MUSICAL SOCIABLES.” 
To be able to perform without embarrassment before 
a gathering of people is a very desirable accomplish¬ 
ment, which can be best acquired by early and repeated 
practice, and much of its success depends upon the very 
first training. Usually, the music pupil studies for a 
number of years withont playing before any one except 
parents and a few intimate friends. Then some day the 
pupil is expected to play in a musicale or a recital, or 
perhaps in $ commencement exercise. He has never 
appeared before any gathering of people, and therefore 
never experienced the sensation of facing that “ many¬ 
headed monster ” called the public. He is required to 
study his piece to perfection, for the least mistake will 
surely be noticed. The result of years of study is about 
to be presented on a highly important occasion. The 
pupil feels his reputation is at stake; it seems to him of 
as much importance as a leap for life. Nobody will 
presume to say that under such unfavorable conditions 
the young player will be at ease while performing in 
public. Everything will help to make him “nervous.” 
He will lose all control over his fingers; they will 
become lame or unmanageable. He cannot think of 
his music, but only of the people and what they may 
say. Instead of making a brilliant impression, he will 
make only a poor show of himself. Thus, the majority 
of young students fail in public, simply because they 
have never learned to play before any assemblage*. 
The question is, how can this be overcome ? I venture 
to propose to have pupils play before people as soon as 
possible, beginning wtth them in the very first grade. 
Further, I think it advisable not to begin on such an 
important occasion as a musicale or a recital. I suggest 
that teachers have a number of their pupils, from the 
first grade to those of the medium grades, give an enter¬ 
tainment, and, if possible, be assisted by a vocalist. 
This ought to take place in a spacious parlor of some 
private residence. To this the parents and the intimate 
friends only ought to be invited. Every attempt will' 
surely be received good-naturedly by the audience. 
Nevertheless, the young players will try their best. One 
pupil will try to excel the other; if he does not acquit 
himself so well on the first occasion he will try to do better 
on the pext. Besides, there will be a Bpirit of emulation 
among the pupils, a feature which ought not to be 
underrated. Those who ai'e too timid to play alone 
ought to play a dnet with a more advanced pupil, or 
with the teacher,'in order to gain confidence, and at 
the second or third trial ought to attempt to play a 
piece by themselves. No matter how young the pupil 
or how easy the piece, the very first piece which he has 
learned really well he should play before such a gather- 
ing. 
The teacher will certainly find some patron willing 
to let him have the nse of their parlor. He ought 
to furnish the chairs ; he can easily get them for 
a trifle from some establishment that makes it a 
part of their business to hire them. Further, he ought 
to print programmes for the occasion, which he can do 
with little expense. By having these entertainments a 
number of times during the year, he will afford his 
pnpils a means of the highest educational importance— 
that of learning to play before people. Even his very 
youngest pupils will become interested (and likewise 
their parents); they will have something to look forward 
to aB well as something to look back upon. These 
entertainments will form mile stones in their mnsical 
course. 
I would suggest that these entertainments be called 
“ Musical Sociables,” aB such a title is self-explanatory. 
Even if Webster does characterize this last term an XT. 
S. Colloquialism, if it embodies our intention correctly 
let us adopt it, so long as we cannot find a fetter term. 
Everything is desirable that promotes sociability, 
wherefore'” Musical Sociables” ought to be desirable, 
and they certainly are, from every point of view. 
C. W. Gbimh. 
I cannot tell what an inapi .tion such books as Tap¬ 
per’s are to us who are laboring so far awa; ’ from musi¬ 
cal centers. Mbs. B. F. Liunsbury. 
JOTTINGS PEOM A TEACHER'S MENTAL 
NOTE BOOK, 
W. FRANCIS GATES. 
Thebe is an old saying that applies very well to 
music study and music teaching. It is that one does 
not know a thing as it should be known until he can 
tell it as it should be told; and one cannot tell it as it 
should be told until he knows it as it should be known. 
How many teachers, who by the very act of teaching 
profess to know things as they should be known—and 
possibly who do know them fairly well—yet, who, when 
'asked to explain even the simplest musical matters, 
give' explanations that serve to bewilder the pupil and 
make the study seem more foggy and tiresome than 
before. & 
Teachers should expend, more time and thought in 
acquiring the habit of mental analysis, in delving into 
the matter in hand and coming at once to the points 
that present the greatest difficulty. The hard places 
are the ones that will exercise your skill as teachers, 
not the easy ones. Instil into the pupil this idea of 
seeking ont the difficulties of the chosen selection and 
conquer them; the easy places will take care of them¬ 
selves. As an example of this, in teaching the begin¬ 
ner, attack the hardest point first, i. e. the left hand. As 
a general thing the right hand is already six months be¬ 
yond the left in possibilities and capabilities. Continu¬ 
ing on this line, conquer first those keys, rhythms, 
touches, which after a general survey of the field seem 
to present the greatest obstacles in the pupil’s way. 
: - : ... - I : ' t to . , 
■ ■ ■ ■' ■: ■. /.-v; * ■*. ■ . ' : ■ / ■ - ■ 
Touch in piano-playing and Tone quality in singing! 
How unheard of are these two things to a great number 
ft 8 layer nd mg w< hear H is i 
pupils whose names are on the point of my pen, who 
have studied with “Herr” This and “ Prof.” That, and 
whose horror, when the teacher suggests that possibly 
there might be some other than the trip-hammer method 
of execution (execution! how fit the word), is only 
equalled by the surprise and disgust which come over 
the fair features of some thirty odd ex-pupils of “ Prof.” 
Squallumloud, at the mild statement that a good tone 
quality is the first thing to be sought. Have you 
experienced anything of the kind ? , 
* 
One of the greatest farces in this conservatory (!) 
ridden country, is the promising to pupils that they shall 
be graduated at the end of a certain time. A graded 
course is a good thing, provided, that the pupils are not 
advance 1 m one grade to anothei m< e rapidlj tl 
is consistent with the best work. There is great temp- 
station o 'Ii. Direct > who feel that t e p )fit n is 
be larger this year), to promise Miss Brown or-Miss 
Green, or Mr. Smith or Mr. Jones, that “ if you will Btay 
with us till the end of next year, you shall have your 
diploma.’'’ And the happy pupil, feeling that the pas¬ 
sage of time’is the greatest factor in bringing said diplo¬ 
ma, proceeds to pass the time in the easiest and most 
enjoyable way possible, “for ‘Prof.’ said he would 
graduate me next year.” At the end of “next year,” 
then, we have a new crop of “ Bachelors of Music.” 
* 
Honesty is not yet fully appreciated in all its scope in 
the m io Small lents, habiti indis¬ 
position to labor, absence of sufficient cranial capacity, 
superficial work, careless practice, lessons poorly played 
or sung—all these call for honesty on the teacher’s part. 
Few of us err on the other side—that of not giving 
praise where honestly due. Toward teachers employed 
in schools, honesty would require fair dealing on the 
part of Directors—upholding in the eyes of the pupils— 
prompt and willing fulfilment of financial obligations— 
and conrteouB, though not servile Ireatmen^-te-aH—both 
teachers and pupils. If this shoe doesn’t fit you don’t 
wear it. 
In one .sense of the word, we should continually aim 
beyond our powers; la another, ire should carefully 
strive to remain within their limits. If we never leave 
the limits of our present abilities, we will not advance 
to higher levels. Continued striving in our study hours 
to reach the unattained, gives us new attainments as the 
result. Yet, in one place there should come an end of 
such striving, and a falling hack to the fully attained, 
and that is in the concert hall and on the public platform. 
Here there should be. complete mastery, and not an 
exhibition of struggle for supremacy. Perfect medioc¬ 
rity is always preferable to imperfect superiority. 
I If Si./; to to LL' -'ySf-vf-f ‘L I • L L.L ydd; •; d ■v-.to 
* * 
This last statement seems to be fully as hard for the 
teacher to learn as for the pupil. Certainly, were the 
teachers to appreciate it and put it in practice, the pupils 
would be less inclined to attempt the performance of 
works far beyond their mental and technical grasp. No 
piece should be given publicly that is grasped by the 
pupil only in a technical sense. If such work is desira¬ 
ble, give an exhibition of your pupil’s scale scrambling 
—piano pounding, and pedal-pushing abilities, and then, 
in your next recital, for a change, have some -——- 
music. , * „ 
As the literary standing of the home is represented by 
the books upon .the table, or the shelves, so the musical 
atmosphere of the house is represented by the music 
on the piano and the music stand. The piano tuner, as 
he goes from house to house, gathers in a glance the 
style of people, musically speaking, that he has to deal 
with. Don’t have your musical taste represented by a 
trashy piece of music, any more than yon would wish 
your literary knowledge represented by a French novel. 
* 
But here again comes in the education of the music 
schools. The writer was once so situated that attend¬ 
ance on the recitals of a conservatory was possible'. 
Month after month went past, and not a Beethoven 
Sonata, nor a note of Handel or Scarlatti, very rarely 
one from Haydn, Mozart or Weber, did we hear. On 
the other hand, we had a surfeit of modern Fren'ch and 
American compositions, and—yes—there was some 
Chopin played in a Czerny Op. 299, or a Cramer dtuae 
style. What would yon think of attending a literary 
feast and have given you only a French novel or modern 
American romance? If the youngsters are fed novels, 
can they think poetry or history ? And if they are fed 
modern salon music can they think suite or sonata? 
I know Mr. Finck says the sonata form is obsolete, 
but then Mr. Finck seems to; be in the minority in that 
belief. 
MUSIC IN ITS RELATION TO INTELLECTUAL 
LIFE.; 
jn(*DB^P. L. RITTER. 
All our greatest composers were men of high intel¬ 
lectual force and character, whether they could boast of a 
careful literary school education or not. Gliick—not to 
go further back for the present-gained his deep know¬ 
ledge of the requirements of trne dramatic art by the 
close observation and study of French dramatic art; 
and, once convinced of the truth of his efforts, ener¬ 
getically endeavored to bring the musical forms of his 
operas into harmony with those higher aesthetic demands. 
Mozart wrote charming letters about his art. Beethoven 
diligently' studied and read some of the writings of 
ancient philosophers, and was well versed in the works 
of his great contemporary authors The romantic Carl 
Maria von Weber was an able literary writer, and 
composed well-formed verses; his operas, and especially 
his master work, “Euryanthe,” bear the traces of his 
broadly cultivated mind. Robert Schumann—as any 
one, knows who, is acquainted with his charming essays 
is “Music and Musicians,”—was a suggestive original 
.writer mi musical subjects; his intellectual literary 
labors greatly influenced his pen as a composer. The 
same is trne of SpohxvMendelssohn, Berlioz, Raff, Liszt, 
Wagner and others. J 
In ail'these cases, intellectual studies broadened the 
rais.fi of the composer, enriched set! fructified his imagi¬ 
nation, and suggested to him new aesthetic forms, 
ampler poetic expression, not alone in the field of the 
lyrical drama, bn-, a iso that ic All 
above examples amply prove that the foolish aaser 
b poser t of 
intellectual mediocrities is as preposterous as it is 
stupid. 
MUSIC) IN BOARDING- OHOOLS. 
BY JULIA 0. ALLEN, MUSIC TEACHER. 
As the time has approached for the re- ening of our 
I >arding chools i l e mi ari s itmaj '■ < > be m it 
toi ie i. it m , the reader to the importance ol hese 
schools in a musical way. 
_ This will be recognized when it is considered how un¬ 
limited is the opportunity of teachers in seminaries to 
ai5 :>■ the idvancemenl ol art. 
.Not only does thp seminary teacher come in contact 
with a greater number of pupils than is possible to the, 
teacher, but his; position gives him a greater degree of 
authority and enables him to be far more indepen¬ 
dent. He has not the fear of rival teachers to influence 
him, and should, therefore, be free to proceed in the 
manner best calculated to impart a thorough musical 
education. 
Another great consideration is the fact that slndents, 
coming, as they do, from widely separated parts of the 
country, will, if carefully and conscientiously instructed, 
exert an influence over the musical atmosphere of 
the towns in which they reside, and thus do much 
towards the formation of musical taste. But, alas ! the 
confession must be made that the standard of musical 
instruction in the average boarding school is lamentably 
low. 
In a great, measure the evil can be traced to the parents 
of pupils, who, ignorant of the careful, earnest work with 
both head and hands that music demands, expect their 
sons and daughters to take the full literary course, and at 
the same time, by dint of desultory practicing, with 
weary body and tired brain, to acquire sufficient dexterity 
to play showy, dashing pieces for the benefit of admiring 
friends and relatives. 
The one never-failing stipulation is that the “ pieces ” 
must be “ taking.” 
As the majority of seminary teachers are salaried there 
can be no temptation to yield to these importunities on 
the score of “ filthy lucre,” but in so yielding they are 
doing much to vitiate musical taste and to dwarf natural 
ability. 
I will not dwell upon the vast field open to the in¬ 
structor in the line of Musical History, Harmony^ 
Theory, and the cognate subjects which are so essential 
to a proper understanding and adequate rendition of 
music. It is safe to affirm that boarding-school musical 
advantages will not receive any great amount of con¬ 
sideration until there is a radical change in the class 
of compositions used for sturdy and public performances 
While the majority are inclined towards music of the 
“Silvery Stream” and “Whispering Winds’’order, 
it not infrequently occurs that the ambition (!) of 
the teacher and his desire to make a display on his 
programmes leads him to give to his pupils (who 
should be devoting their energies to five-finger exer¬ 
cises) the Sonata Appassionata of Beethoven, or some 
other composition equally beyond their comprehension. 
It has been my ill-fortune to hear a child of fourteen, 
who was unable to properly name and play the scales, 
execute the Chopin Ballade in A-flat! It is needless to 
remark that it was done in a manner calculated to 
weaken the most profound intellect. 
Students who might play intelligently the simpler 
compositions of Mozart, Haydn, and others among the 
classics, and thus learn phrasing, etc., are rushed into 
the profoundest creations of Bach, Beethoven; and Schu¬ 
mann, thus reflecting glory (?) upon the teacher. 
It requires but little effort to find plenty of composi¬ 
tions, simple in construction, correct in form, and melo¬ 
dious and pleasing, which can be used as stepping-stones 
quite as satisfactorily to the pupil as the rubbishy tran¬ 
scriptions and “ airs and variations ’ ’ which form the 
repertoire of the average school-girl. 
: Surely the great masters have written easy music ; it is 
not necessary to wait until the pupil has attained great 
proficiency to introduce him to sonatas. 
A first-class seminary is able to possess great facil¬ 
ities for mbsical instruction; harmony, theory, and en¬ 
semble playing are among its possible advantages; and 
it lies within the grasp of these schools to do much 
towards moulding the musical future of this country.— 
Music and Drama. 
GENIUS AND LABOR. 
A, celebrated American statesman once said to an in¬ 
timate friend; “Men givemesome credit for genius/ All 
the genius I have lies just' in this: When I hav-* n-Ay: 
in hand 1 study it profoundly. Day and night;-.>. v' 
me; I explore.it in all its bearings. .Myi.- 
pervaded with it. -Then the effort! mci *• r '■-}• mmi 
are pleased to call the fruit of genius. It la the fruit of 
labor nt thought.” Daniel Webster oo.ee said; “if 
there be such a weightun my i Is as you repress 
cause I d( not all . speak n 
ject Until I ave imbued nay it.-” The, law or 
labor is eqi lly bin > genius m 
BSSiifiiii is.in iiaiii f___™. 
—Fourths. 
Yes, and when the perfect fifth is inverted, it 
makes a perfect fourth {never mind the diminished 
fifth how), and as the perfect fifth has. three and a 
half tones, the perfect fourth must have two and 
a half, because and 2£ make six. 
How Parents can Help Piano Teachers/ 
By L. E. Chittenden. 
First insist upon regular hours for practice from 
your children, and see that nothing happens to 
interrupt them. 
Much more depends upon this than is apparent 
at first glance. So much of success in life comes 
Nate-—The half tone Is always^ used in harmony an a from systematic work, that when a child once un¬ 
measure for intervals, but'I have always found that it is derstands this,' half. the battle is fought and won. 
easier with children to use the whole tone, once the inter- -And the child will, after a while, fall-naturally Into 
vals are learned the change may be easily made if desired, the way of going to the piano at its regular hour, 
* as to school, or to the table. 
As far as practicable, let the work fall before 
school hours, otherwise the weariness of school 
work will find its way into the fingers, and the- 
* ' enthusiasm and love, which should in every case 
Q.—Strike 0 with its third and fifth. That is sailed a accompany this wort Will be lacking, 
common or perfect chord. It is called a major chord If the parents, one or bothr, have any knowledge 
because the third -E is a major third over the root C; it of music and will exercise this knowledge in guid- 
is called perfect because the fifth G is a perfect fifth over ing the, practice time, so much the better; but if 
the root C. If the E were flat it would fee a minor chord, not, get the teacher to draft out a card with blank 
Now, how many common chords can you strike on tho spaces beyond the different numbers to be prac- 
>t, third, and o .. ticed. Let the child keep account each day of the 
a_g:x number of times each portion of the lesson is prac- 
‘ ° * , ,. „ ticed. And if the teacher does not offer a reward Q- How many, and which are major/ for gGOd industrious work in this respect, do it 
A.—Three. ' C, E. G. F, A, C. G, B, D. yourselves, that there may be some incentive to 
Q.—How many, and which are minor? do good, thorough work. 
A.—Three. D, F, A. E, G, B. A, C, E. Do not imistuponthe development of musical 
-rtn. 4. v 4. -d t> ability in a child if the teacher, or teachers—for 
y. what about a, v, n. sometimes one teacher Will discover a method of 
A.—That is not a perfect chord, because the fifth development in a pupil that another has failed tfl 
is diminished. find,—cannot honestly say that it can be taught. 
Q.—How may the chord C, E, G, he made minor? Unless a child shows a preference for music, and a 
-....-I esife to practice, nine times out of ten it is a. 
„ ” ® f - . n , n ,, - waste of time, money and the child’s patience. 
Q- "ow chords F, A, C and G, B, D? It may be a bitter disappointment to you, that 
A.—By changing to F, Afe, C and G, Bb, D. this talent is lacking, but then there is something 
Q.—How may the minor chords of D, of E, and of A, else in its place, be very sure. So set yourself dili¬ 
gently to find out what it is, instead of fighting 
A.—By changing to D, F*, A. E, G*. B. A, dai^ battles wbich even if feauhing in doubtful 
rifiw- 6 s ’ ’ ’ victory for you, may arouse in the childish heart 
a hatred music 
So to change a major chord to minor it is only But if, on the other hand, you find you have a 
necessary to lower its third, or to change a minor music loving little soul given you to unfold, watch 
chord to major, to raise its third. this unfolding with tender care, and never force it. 
Exercise the pupil both in playing these chords and in S®|®ct * wise> judicious, thorbugh teacher, who 
recognizing them when played by the teacher. Proceed n°t overtax, or over charge Hie small brain 
as followsf-Play the chord of E. Is it major or minor? with more than it can comprehend, or the small 
Change it to major, so on with all the chords, the root oi| hnf?ers aci omphsh. And 'V^ateh the practice hours 
which is a white key. Then ask as follows Upiay the enough to see that they are not frittered away, but 
chord of A minor; the chord of C minor; of D major, etc. that every step shall be m the right direction and 
until the nnnil strikes them without hesitation. leading toward the perfect end. 
Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. 
LESSON VI. 
COMMON CHORDS, 
three tones and a half. * . Selecting According to CababiIities. 
It will be found, as a rule, that the fifths will he learned The lettersitha.make a chord may be struck m ^ & . v 
very rapidly, more so than the thirds, but they must not any order wittiout changing the name of the chord, The very worst specimens of musical incompe- 
b, feft Sb.i Om i. „7 uncertainty. * or |'®'g botom! S the mid “5 
T T7QQOT\T die. The pupil must now be exercised in playing 
LiXjOOWiN s . _ the chords in every position, thus: play 0, E, G 
INTERVALS INVERTED. now put C at the top, E at the bottom. Now E ai 
, , , , , ,, _ the t( p G at the >ottom. 
, " ike i letters < 1 oi trike i sm with he C , !r . h *fig major ind minor repe silly 
abov‘i the E. How many letters are included? , - •,f « ' c , r 
. J Q.—Now try how many ways you can find of arrang- 
A.—Six. •/ ing these thre letters _ " ‘_’ 
Q.—Therefore if you turn a third upside down, what is lowest one. 
called inverting it, it makes a sixth. Now, how many f G, E, C, 
tones are there between E and C? A.—There are six ways. ■! E, G, 
A.—Four. YjV 
Q.-How many between G and E? Go over a11 the chords m thl 
A Two Lessons VI and VII must he dw 
Q-—Then how many between C and C? 14 tfk,f Bome time and patience to 
J to strike all these various positions 
vl.—Six. it is time well spent and is always: 
Q.—Now play C-Efe, now invert it, now how many [To be continue 
• 
A.—Four and a half. 
Q.—How many between C and Efe? 
A.—?One and a half. 
Q.—And four and a half and one and a half make? 
A.—Six. 
Q.—So we .. 
by adding together .the number of tones it had before music. „. 
being-inverted and the number it has when inverted, that unable to advance far in the 
we always get six. This is because there are six whole tones the art. If a child 
in an octave and an interval and its inversion just make talent or taste for in 
an octave, thus:_ _ f 
n t. 6 n ■ 4, '6 ' little prospect of accom; 
- due to the want of perception and the vanity of 
g those who exhibit them. There are many men 
and women who might sing or play agreeably if 
x they would confine, themselves to things within 
Go over this with all their powers; but vaulting ambition carries them 
’V* pell-mell into the dangers of difficult music which 
- can only be encountered successfully after years of 
Use the left hand to strike the study and practice, and makes of the struggles, 
which, it is to be hoped, are more painful to their 
G E, C, hearers than themselves, a terrible warning. When 
G, C* c’ E one has been present at one or two performances 
C. E. E’. G*. G.’ °f this kind, ne can understand the feelings of a 
Way. " professor of music who was gifted with a very ten- 
I, '■ der conscience besides a great talent, and, being 
It on ior a good while, agfced the reason of an unusual fit of gloom, replied: 
;eu even a quick pupil “Well I am just thinking whether I ought to go 
without heritating, but on teaching these amateurs. They come and learn, 
iteresting to the pupil. but they understand nothing: and they mostly 
•1 have voices not unlike little cats.” No less dread- 
_ ful than the amateur who has no talent for music 
is he who has a good deal of talent and so much 
No Talent. enthusiasm that nis mind is incapable of taking 
thought for any thing else that is excellent. For 
It is commonly asserted, that some cannot learn him the world has nothing at all outside of music, 
to execute music. We would modify this some¬ 
what, and say, that some can learn, but very little: - 
find that when we invert an interval, that | It is no shame to have but little ability for learning . . •. nH-iw.ntina' n mnrfl wnpml nrui 
. Some of the greatest lovers of music are ., A rec?n4 writer, advocating a more general ana 
- • • « practical nursuit of thorough musical education, says: The frequently 
If a child Khs hut little, or seemingly no adopted plan of waiting to see whether childreif 
* iSiand shows an aversion to ‘‘have any taste” or‘‘show any love” for mus% 
learning it, we would say, do not force such an one. w a wrong one. No child would prefer practicing 
--—On the contrary, however, if your pupil has but scales to playing bgll: and 
6 _ little prospect of accomplishing much in music, yation of their testes depended upon the whims of 
Lb-rfQ-. hut loves it, and would nke to learn, we think it 4beir ever-flying fancies, would become educated 
unkind on the part of the teacher to refuse the men* X ;;T.' 
desired lessons, to show signs of impatience; “or ^v" 
s inverted it makes a otherwise to discourage effort. In the former case Music is the art of the prophets, the only\art 
•ted it makes a major the teacher will himself suffer, if he allows avarice that can calm the agitation of the sbul'j it is pile 
rith the fifths—-what to influence him, while, in the latter case, he may of the most delightful gifts that God haS giken 
possibly succeed.—Aferz. us^iLuther. 
9 ' * 
OH PIAHO STUDY. " To [keep] the thread or identity of as many melodies 
_— as may occnr in simultaneous progression. By discrimi- 
THE ADJUSTMENT OF MECHANICAL TO MUSICAL POWER, native emphasis—thank Fillmore for the term—to main- 
___ tain due balance between thepi. 
* E. p. SHERWOOD. ' ' t-long, 1 
method?- A dressmal rone ~i, 33 a i is .on a l ique. 
Her excuse was, “ You ain’t like my model.” Though 
this was unsatisfactory,. she was at least loyal to her - 
high standard of wh A t ie human figuri shoi Id be. 
Shall methods be recut to fit pupils, or must pupils of 
all sorts, ages and conditions be adjusted to a set 
method? fe 
Pinch, screw, twist, turn them as you will, they can¬ 
not invariably fit into your standard. ........ 
If a teacher needs anything it is common sense. 
% With a standard of Parimseas we can but exact 'the 
fiest from each, /and; when this' is worse th&a nothing we 
can honestly dismiss him. He will always be able to 
find so?ne one to teach him a pretty chromo-order of 
piece where his average-or-less ear and his tum-tum 
touch 'may suffice without the need of intellectual strain. 
What hurts us of the high standard most is, that culti- 
vated people so generally pirefer mere prettiiiese in piano 
composition; enlightened people in this nineteenth 
century; the very ones who despise a characterless 
doll-faced beauty; the same who require life in all its 
complexity from their novels, and who venerate Michael 
Angelo in his anything but pretty sculpture. Truly, 
tastes differ. 
Bat for ourselves, members of the teaching profession, 
we look to music not only for physical relaxation and 
amusement, but for mental, moral and spiritual invig- 
oration as well. To us it means the reflection of man’s 
every mood and emotion, and of the intricate relations 
in the drama of life. 
In no other art can be found more abundant indication 
of a final Divine solution and adjustment of human 
wrong and distress. 
• “The discord that involveth 
Some startling change of key, 
The Master’s hand resolveth 
rf In richest harmony.” . 
We find all this in the study of piano music. Many 
more recognize and feel it in violin, voice, and orchestra, 
but draw the line at piano. Why? I think we mast 
admit that the reason Strauss is so often preferred to 
Beethoven rests, nine-tenths of the time, with the player. 
Either he is apt a musician—an interpreter—or he plays 
on a bad piano, or he lacks the giant physique of a 
pianist, or he has not attained perfect responsiveness of 
the mechanical to the musical, that final triumph of 
I spirit and mind over matter. 
LETTEBS TO PUPILS 
BY JOHN 8. VAN CLKVE, 
Will Tre Etude give me a he dp in a matter 
that hi an a botl to m I pi fully all 
that my teacher asks 
just in t ■ 3 way that he directs, but after practic: 
.es like to play whatever r 
me ou le of my.lessons, such as the pular songs, 
schoo)-marches, valses for my friends to dance to, and 
music that I find is some of the magazines that come to player, listener, and all. concerned.' . 
my home, hut .fas objects to this. - What should I do; This is, not so much frojtn general want of talent as 
play nothing but my lessons, or, after doing the fell from a lack of correspondence between will and fingers, 
amount of practice on the lesson, play this music, for the . .. ,, , ,» , ■ » 
pleasured gives me ? s. v. d. and a reckless. disregard of fee last that notes, phrase- 
_ _ _ • T , , , marks, touch-marks, etc., are but the outward sat! 
To 8, V. D.—-It you faithfully fill up your quota of . ... „ , . „ . , ... 
, - . - • % J , ■ • ' , * ... visible signs of tone and sense m music, and will not; 
k0“r‘ ,n ,rfe oi .S°odL“U8,<!: J.°" 8 "8f express their true intended oignifiennee until this sigui- 
to some recreation In pomt of feet, rtm my principle ^ ^ittelf inpreMed ploJer. . 
and usage with all pupils to,recommend after attentive T • * * .. . . • t. , 
, ® r . , . Lister to the piano strummer. Bather do not listen, 
study a little free, spontaneous exercise of the powers for c, ,~ J £/ , , , , , ,, Stop your ears and hear m spite of yourself, 
mere enjoyment. But what you say later rather causes A difficalt ;ece ifl before b- f though lacki in 
pe to side with your teacher, or at least to fear that you discriminationf he has ambition. . ' 
a caQfc°n* He sees, notes, and more notes, and still more noteB. 
Jf f8,83 0f muaiC thf,{oa berB a,Meit018’ tw°‘ He strikes, hits, and grabs the keys; puts the pedal 
thirds of the time, so mawkish, so common-place, so ill- down hard„fo Ma mi mghm and tears to the thrilling 
constructed, so dangerous from a technical point of view, end A formance aG Btunning to the ear as are 
.os i f a lik t proves roar taste her bad, , . , , . , » , bright green and purple combined to the eye. It is as 
or at best unformed. , , , , , 
clean as BlnBh, and as clear as the most impenetrable 
There is a Conservatory where I wish to go for some fi>g- It is pandemonium. It is tone-chaoB. 
fine things connected with it, but one of their regulations Bnt how could it be otherwise? He played the notes. 
I despise. They require two examinations a year in True, but be fa;ied to make 8ense of them, 
music. I have endured all the examinations at the pub- T. .... 
lie schools that I care to submit to, yet, -as I have Lid, , lt f?tU?ag °f ?e a’ b» c 8of mH81c wlthont the 
thi^jioBservatoiy is so fine, and some of the teachers are first idea of its tone coherence as language, 
so celebrated, that I would like to go there, except for Music has the nature of; highly organized life, 
these examinations. What is the good of examinations Ground-bass, proceeding chord, and evolving melody 
anyway? Do you think that they make the pupil prac- , ., .. . .. c a 
tice and study better? m/b r. have the vital connection of root, stem, and flower. 
_ _ t. x-. x. , Piano composition, by its completeness and inde- 
ro M. B. B.—It tne • ins i atorj you speak of is , , . , ,, 
„ , pendence of other instruments, oners one a fine oppor- 
really celebrated and baa eminent masters in its faculty, . .. . • * * . a e • i u- 
, , . , . , tnnity for the important study of organic relationship, 
do not let the examinations deter you. Ibe good of. . , • , . , 
. . , J b , in music. A study most important to original concep- 
exammations at stated intervals cannot be too strongly 
stated. It is trne that ninety-nine students in a hundred . . ....... . , 
... , ,, ,,,, , „ The musician-pianist (and there are so many pianists 
find it a terror, and the one hundredthstudent, from a , . . . .. ... , .. , 
, . ! , , who are not musicians) is an artist who first perceives 
trong lati al bias r study, i ul( m be slim iat< i by . . . .. . , ■ 6 . -r . . J and thinks music, and then plays out the inner idea of 
the examination, nor ternfaed by it. It is, however, m. . . 
, . ... „ „ , . ’ its significance. The spirit informs the mind, the mmd 
a general principle that some form of stated testing, jnform8 tbe toucb 
some form of ordeal, is good for alfhuman beings. The “-^“how6? After what manner does this information 
red Indians of our own country used to require a young d? Who can aaal in8piration? We willOnot 
brave to passthrough a week of starvation before he was indu] in tbe yain attempt> nor deny tbat tbe unerring 
admitted to be a man. Some South American tribes of in8ight of ;Ufl is in8Crutable. To see cannot be 
Indians require their young men to endure the stinging but on, wbere and bow fco look. 
of insects for a certain length of time. r, , . . 
The knights m the days of chivalry, had to undergo what feeds their wor8hip and at tbe 8ame time ila it 
severe fasts and vigils, and win their spurs, as it is called, ig the area ,round all t trath> whicb ifl reall able 
m battle, before they were recognized as honorable . ... , . . ... . . , . 
, ’ . , . f. , “ ... of illumination, and into which every earnest mind is 
equals of members of the body of chivalry. So, in Intel- ... . . j , . v ,. w 
. ■ x ,, —r. „ ... .... ’ permitted and commanded to go with a light. We cry 
Ieetuar matters, all schools and universities, German, • , , e _. e . „ ,, 
, . . , mystery long before the region of mystery comes.” 
English and Amencan, have some form of ordeal. With T c ,, c • , , , 
.. . x, .. In the field of music, as elsewhere, much so-called 
s ne it th< ; ting of thesis ou a gi^ n th< 3 , will , , , 
, ° . ’ mystery vanishes before the light of investigation. 
some written answers to propounded questions; with Vr * • , * . . .. .. ~ , 
, . .. , , . „ . . ’ Heart inspired music, in its artistic forms or modeB 
others, an oral examination, but m all cases it is a sys- e , ... , ,. 
. ,. , ■ , ’ , , , , . ; of expression, is largely the result of evolution, brought 
tematic and severe test of the power and knowledge . . . ,, , , 
about by natural law in the world of sonnd. 
acquired by the student, and >ven 1* .> / ior*> lever and T ...... . 
best-prepared Bad a little earthquake in the heart and *" e,‘dle‘, ^ “T V * 
some hot and cold thrili. rushing throngh them boforo T f. " '™-rnC""n , 
_ . . , , , , All through a composition may be traced the laws of 
such a trial. Music, as a form of acquired knowledge, ° x. 
is sobjeot to exactly the same laws as tdl other knowl- pr^0'°°’ '“’"J'"1'**''' 
, -r»- • r . ... . , This comes from that, and either goes there or returns 
edge. Dismiss from your mmd the idle notion that music ^ 
is too.ethereal, too emotional, too inspired, to be subject mi • i , , ... 
. . n • -t ij , , The piano player is not so much concerned with 
>,o any-restraint. Lam knowledge .before you seek to j « . ..... , - , ' , ■ . . „ « . 
. . . . . . - 6 • , . , . defining the plan of development m Cornell-Bossier 
create; acquire technique before you play with emotion; , . t ■ * ... . , 1 .5 . ' , . 
got year part of earth boforo yon attempt to grow the ! y, ^ wtth study of the aoto^ eftot upon tone, 
boanUfnl dowers. What the band which binds tto shonf “ »* shading, of rhythm, key and 
, . aii i, / . , . chord-relations, phrasing, dynamics, tempo, etc., and 
of wheat is to each separate stalk, that a stern and peri- ... -• , . „ t ;.fi u , , - 
„„ . with what all this demands of to ach and pedal technique, 
odic examination will be to your separate^ ideas. An m, . , ... . . , , ... > , 
•• .• ■ . ,. lhat soul is dead, indeed, in whom a habit of such 
examination will be no terror to you, unless your know , ,. . . .. ■ . , . , 
. ._. ... i close listening will not sometimes at least quicken the 
ledge is either vague or scrappy. Seek to have clear ideas .. - , . 1 
and coordinate them into a system. ‘ ( mne spar . ■ ■ 
* . f I'a hnnnmA /vhnHi flnwrrnnta tA r ha wti 11 hA«A nvA A 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS, 
BY W, S. B. MATHEWS. 
A BATCH OF DIFFICULT CASES. 
if pc ose failure t make 
proper advance in their studies is a cause of anxiety to 
me. Will you assist me? 
No. 1 is a girl of ten, of a mysterious disposition. 
She seems totally unmoved when you tell her she has 
played well or horribly. Every effort is being made by 
her parents to develop her, musically, without any mani- 
festation on her part of even the most lukewarm interest. 
She has studied about three terms. I have had her but 
a few montjhs, and am giving her a few finger exercises 
which I deem necessary, such as scales with each hand 
alone, some studies of Duvernoy, and' sonatinas by 
Lange, Rondos, and little pieces of a light character, in 
which the time is well marked. She reads quite well, 
but seems to have no conception whatever of time, and 
certainly uses her fingers atrociously. • Nothing that I 
can do or say will prevail upon her to lift them in curved 
form from the knuckles. She persists in laying half the 
finger fiat on the key. and shoves at it from the shoulder. 
I feel that this child needs an awakening—but how to 
do it! that’s the question. When I talk to her about 
some passage that she has played incorrectly a number 
of lessons, and tell her just how to go to work at it, the • 
importance of giving each study a clear and even read¬ 
ing, and in fact get as enthusiastic and discursive as I 
can over it, upon asking her what passage it is, she will 
answer that she “does not know.” She always has 
some one to overlook her while practicing, and has 
impj red so e os I have < a id en oura, • l id 
tried to drive, and now I am at the end of my rope. 
Am I not giving her music which is calculated to cor¬ 
rect her deficiencies ? I am anxious for your advice.” 
I begin by tendering the teacher my sympathy. Sec- 
i 1 me ei i.l pol eness h -i pil, fo i > v 
dent that a certain amount of cross-purposes are in¬ 
volved. The first thing you have to do is to “hook-on ” 
to the child’s life. This you are not now doing. You 
are entirely outside of her life, and are probably reck¬ 
oned one of the disagreeable incidents of a disagreeable 
world. The first thing is to find something in the form 
of music that she really likes and takes an interest in. 
No matter if it is Beethoven’s sonata pathetique of the 
Bach B minor mass, or it may be “ Nearer, my God, to 
Thee,” with variations. Whatever it is, make a note of 
it. Find where she lives. If you can make her take an 
interest in anything whatever that is music, whether it 
seems trash to you or high music, all the same go on 
and find something else that she takes an interest in. If 
possible, find some piece that she would like to play. If 
there is nothing that she cares to play, and no music | 
that she takes the slightest interest in, I do not know 
that there is any remedy. Have her stop her lessons, 
or have her brayed in a mortar, according to the Scrip¬ 
tural expression. Any way, you might as well spend 
your time in sprinkling a duck’s back as to go on giving 
alleged musical instruction to an inattentive and unwil¬ 
ling child. Wake her up in some manner. Does she 
sing ? Has she any playmate with whom a rivalry could 
be arranged? 
When you have found a piece that pleases her, or 
even a single musical effect that pleases, her, yon have 
the germ of a musical life, out of which all the later de¬ 
velopment will have to come. There is much that can 
be done by the judicious use of exercises. Dr. Mason 
expressed this in a letter to me the other day, in reply 
to one in which I had communicated certain criticisms 
I had received upon his system. He Baid: “ I -am per¬ 
suaded, after over thirty years’ experience, that the best 
practical result will follow our way of doing the thing, 
and leave the mind of the pupil in greater freedom for 
attention to the most important matters. Too much 
1 anise and cummin ’ should be avoided. If I accepted 
the statement that the instruction is at fault in fixing the 
attention upon the finger la changing from one deriva- 
tive to wou my opii ut ing the 
cart before the horse. I have always succeeded in-gain- 
ing for the pupil a good hand position without directing 
pupil - . i • j’hile'to 
point at it, and show that the hand is gradually gaining 
Luc? desired position. Indeed, my whole system is calcu- 
lated to ‘ beguile5 the pupil into habits which, when 
acquired, lead to the desired results.” The faulty use 
of the hand will be best corrected by Mason’s exercises, 
the two finger exercises in its various forms, and the 
scales and arpeggios, practiced in, |he diversified man¬ 
ners indicated in his new volumes. There is an immense 
amount in the variety which he gives to the practice of 
the same exercise, or a derivative form only slightly 
different. 
I would say that as yet the child’s musical conscious¬ 
ness had not been at all awakened. You had better, ad¬ 
dress yourself to that part of the work; when it is once 
done, all the technical improvements will easily follow, 
provided there be a motive for practice. Yon will fur¬ 
nish such a motive whenever yon are able to interest the 
pupil in the musical effect of a piece (within her powers) 
and show let bo v tc nodify her ov *» >la i * in >rder t 
make it like yours. This will fall until first she likes the 
piece, and, second, really perceives for herself that the 
piece sounds better when, yon play it’than when she 
plays it,. Her ear for time will ’come out all right after 
practicing Mason’s arpeggios and scales in metrical 
treatment. I have never known it to fail. Moreover, 
the exercises in these forms are much more interesting. 
Single-hand practice has only a limited application. It 
is jnst as bad for the interest of a pupil to give too 
little as to give too much. The two-finger exercise, in 
elastic touch, will curve the fingers. The clinging touch, 
properly practiced, will cause her to lift the fingers. But 
first interest her. 
“ Case No. 2 is another little girl who seems of a 
phlegmatic disposition. The fourth and fifth fingers are 
exceedingly weak on both hands. Will you tell me 
something to give her which will necessitate the proper 
use of these fingers ? She plays unevenly, and has not 
much sense of rhythm.” 
Mason’s two-finger is the most effective and the best 
exercise that I know of for equalizing and strengthening 
the fingers. It is far and far away more productive for 
a case snch as you mention than anything else that I 
know of. Soralso, the sense of rhythm will soon awaken 
in response to the accent exercises. To play the same 
scale in several different rhythms-in succession will soon 
make her discriminative. There are two things to do: 
The first is to get her to hear rhythm, feel rhythm, when 
some one else plays; second, tolplay herself in measure 
and rhythm. Do not forget the ear. 
“Case No. 3. This is a young lady who seems unable 
to obtain a good position of the hands, for she is evi¬ 
dently double-jointed; at least her hand sinks at the 
knuckles, thus giving a very strained appearance to the 
fingers. She says that it feels perfectly comfortable, and 
that she cannot keep the palm of her hand up away 
from the keys. I give her a few exercises—Liebling’s 
scales, Haydn’s sonatas, Czerny’s 6tudes, and an occa¬ 
sional piece. But nothing seems to correct thiB difficulty, I 
which is the only obstacle to her becoming a very re¬ 
spectable player.” 
Here is another case of Mason’s. Two Finger Ex¬ 
ercises, which, if practiced according to the author’s 
directions, will infallibly correct the objectionable posi¬ 
tion of the hand. The falling in of the handB in the 
manner here described is due to lack of tone in the 
flexor muscles, which shut the hand, and, in piano- 
playing, move the fingers. The two-finger exercise 
strengthens the shutting powers of the hand, and in¬ 
sensibly brings it up into a curved position, with very 
little trouble to the teacher. I do not know of any other 
easy manner of correcting this habit. The looseness of 
hand which this case shows is not wholly a disadvan¬ 
tage, since it implies flexibility, leaving the hand in a 
&very responsive condition as soon as the necessary 
muscular and nervous tone has been acquired. You 
will find the forms of this exercise in double-sixths, like 
those on page 39 of “Mason’s Pianoforte Technics,” 
peculiarly useful in cases of this kind. These forms 
were omitted from the later edition of “Touch and 
Technic,” bnt as I think notj^ltogether fortunately, for 
I make much use of them, not only for this difficulty, 
bnt also for stiff and inflexible hands. 
“ Case No. 4. This is another little Miss, who prac¬ 
tices two hours a day, and says that she will overcome 
mi«|akesf but never does so. I feel worried about her, 
for A-- seems r tro rading foi h< last two m nths 
Her first piece was “ Dolly’s Dream,” which was played 
in a more perfect manner than anything that 1 ever saw 
a beginner do. Time, expression, noteB, were all abso¬ 
lutely correct. Now I am giving her a little waltz from 
“Nanon,” upon which she has been over two months 
and cannot play it through each hand, alone with the 
least degree of truth. She completely ignores the sharps, 
and really will not learn the piece. I do not feel that I 
can let her stop working at it, for she is rather stubborn, 
and may feel that Bhe has gotten ahead of me. She > 
doeB about the same work that the young woman I first 
mentioned does, j. D, H# 
If I had a piece which had been under practice Iwo 
months, I would stop it; indeed, it ought to have been 
stopped a month sooner. If the piece was not attractive 
to her, it ought not to have been given in the first place. 
If attr ctive at firs it nnst have b ento lifficult for her 
present state. As soon as I had discovered this, I would 
have changed it for something else, and after putting in 
the links which were still lacking for the proper per 
formance of this one, I would have come back to it. 
Discipline is a very sacred thing, with which I would 
not like to intermeddle. I rarely need to employ any 
kind of discipline, being generally blessed with pupils 
who themselves desire to learn. Almost certainly the 
last selection was bad, and time has been lost On it. If 
you have reason to fear a stubborn attitude Of contra¬ 
diction in the pupil, try to overcome it by interesting 
her in something else. This is the best I can advise. 
THE IRAIHIIG OF MTJSIO TEACHERS. 
Training for teachers is an educational watchword 
at the .present time, but to no professional man or 
woman is special training more necessary than to the 
teacher of music. This lack of suitable preparation on 
the part of teachers has been a serious obstacle to musi¬ 
cal progres andiB >artl due to th absen <'5* . ecog 
nized standard of musical and teaching ability. 
It is a fact generally admitted that there are few natural 
teachers, yet most of the music teachers of to-day claim 
to have received no instruction in teaching. They have 
“growed,” like Topsy. 
It is an excellent thing to grow, bnt tehchers, like 
plants when neglected, will grow wild. Whatever the 
enlture of the teachers has been, the people have musi¬ 
cally starved. It is not to be expected that all who can 
sing q^r play, are competent to teach, and it is absurd to 
suppose that those who can sing or play jnst a little, are 
competent to teach children and beginners. 
It would be interesting to discover how many people 
are teaching music for tb,e love of teaching it, and how 
many are teaching music through force of circumstances, 
having turned to it without suitable preparation. I sus¬ 
pect that the teachers by accident would far outnumber 
the teachers by intention. Yet notwithstanding snch a 
barrier as this many expect the world to progress in 
musical knowledge. Progress will certainly come, bnt 
not until persons well trained for teaching occupy the 
field. That there is great need for such teachers few 
are inclined to dispute.—J. L. Dawson, in Universal 
Song. 
PLAYIM “BY EAR.” 
[The following gives one of the reasons why children should be 
allowed freedom in “picking out”melodies that they have heard, 
“ playing by ear,” and finding pleasing harmonies for themselves. If 
the child will practice, while practicing he should be encouraged in 
this self-drill of his musical taste and ear out of practice hours. 
—Editob.] 
Thebe are natural limits to the self-dependence of 
the child. He cannot of himself renew all thoBe expe¬ 
riences which have been undergone by the human race in 
its long journey. Experience educates us, for the most 
part, by means of delusions and unfulfilled expectations. 
Thus we learn to draw the line between the real and 
mere possibility. 
But it is the duty of the educator to take good care 
lest these delusions assume such proportions in the mind 
of the child that his courage will be broken by them. A 
suddpn transition from expectation or illusion to reality 
may easily inflict a wound upon that self-confidence and 
feeling of security which the child can in no wise do with¬ 
ont. The, child begins in his native way to give validity 
to all his conceptions. He begins with sanguine notions 
and entertains them without experience. The child can¬ 
not endure* a brutal destruction of his illusions, a too 
sudden insight into the difference between the world of 
fancy and the world of reality. It takes a whole lifetime 
to become accustomed to that difference; we can 
learn it all at once. 
The art of education consists in giving the san 
disposition and itnagii the hild is fee a 
a |' ssible nd A . zeroising .*< the same time a 
supervision which .will check the, injurioiiSfgrQi 
nurse the healthy germ.—Dr. Harold Hoeffeling 
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MUSIC LESSOIS FBOM THE PUPILS' STAID 
POUT. 
“1 wis|1 to P,fly as W®11 jw 1 am capable of playing, be the pupilB7 road to artistic excellence in their May- 
To do this I must be familiar, with mnsical literature, ing. >• 
history, theory, and all that pertains to the art of music. Of course the pupil is rare who himself has the aims 
BT MRS. elora HUNrER, As I grow older I know that my ideal will become and the desire for the progress that his teacher has for 
-- , . ‘ higher, and I will always work to.attain it.” 
We read and hear so much advice to students and These replies provoked another question from me. 
teachers of music, how to study, how to teach, what ‘* Do y'ou intend to be a professional pianiste ?” 
to do and what to leave undone, what to play and what Ans. “ I have not thought of it, and that is not what 
not to play, that I thought it might be of interest to I am studying for, but if I could succeed in making 
question the pupils themselves as to their aims, ambi- myself a great artist I might do so.” She then added, 
tions, and what they thought about the study of music with a look of disgust, “ I would not teach the piano if 
in general. I prepared four questions which I addressed 1 could be paid a hundred dollars a lesson.” 
tp four pupils, selecting pupils of average abilities. I do not know that these answers to my questions es- 
Question 1. Why are you studying music ? tablish anything unusual, but they were of interest to 
Question 2. How long would you like to study? me as showing the bent of different minds and the aims 
Question 3. How well do you desire to play ? °f different pupils. These, I think, we should make the 
Question 4. What do you desire to know of musical most careful study of. We must know our pupils’ vir- 
art ? , tues, tastes, failings, aims and habits of study, or we 
A bright Miss of 10 is studying music “to learn to work in the dark. Probably the most difficult problem opened and a German professor said 
hold her hands right.” Wants to study “ until she is we have before us is to teach the pupil to think. The tuni.Ml?ot Piano 1 vants mine tc 
grownup.” most of them work with their eyes and fingers only. 6X03 v m9s’ 
Wants to play well enough to “make her pieces sound They study nothing but notes; bare notes. They see A —Returned Traveler -“Is your dai 
as well as they do when Lplay them,” and wants to know on the staff and they hit A on the keyboard, and are music as ever ? . , 
“all there is about music.” inclined to be satisfied and to think they have done/l yefs”“*~ touched tl 
A Miss of 13 is studying “ to please mamma.” Knows that is to be expected of them. Jt. T.—“Indeed ! I did not know s 
she has little talent, but is willingto work until mamma is I fear sometimes that we overcrowd oar pupjls. In —Good News. ; 
satisfied. Does not believe sjie will ever play very well, our anxiety for their rapid progress, togeiher wlth their _Stem Policeman (to wandering 
“ but wishes to accomplish all she can.” She is un- unappeasable appetite for something new, we are led to must accompany me, my good maA" 
usually' bright in other lines, and, strange as it may allow them, for each week’s lesson, more than theycan „ _ Wandering Minstrel—-ik Certainly, 
seem, is well read in musical history and the lives of the possibly do well, thus preventing them from fully mas- hhetosing? 
great musicians. These her mother has read with her. tering and digesting what they need as nutritious food —Mrs. Brown— “ I declare ! Just 
It is here I may say that this young Miss-is the most ia- necessary to a proper musical growth. ^ sing. It’s always so ; every time at 
teresting pupil of the four. That her love for and her A young lady came to me who had “ taken ” the first ^&j]£r^J^ite—'- ‘Yes8-** onAwouldVlm* 
desire to please her mother has so far taken the place of book of Bach’s Preludes and Fugues in one term of to be human.”_Boston Transcript. 
what we call talent that she will have to be extremely twenty-four lessons. Ehe had been “ taking ” this dose 
careful'Or.'She'Will::Burprise herself by becoming quite a from a doctor of music. A simon-pure doctor of mu- T ufI,?E®s „tEA8lTRB*' Uood. 
surpns i Musician. sic. He told me so himself. 1 think he was of the Little Son-r-11, Yes, ma.” 
How comes sweet 16, in a belaced and beruffled dress, allopathic persuasion as regards doses. Shades of Bach, “ Well, go ask her what she is doing 
She studies “so that when she goes to parties she can think of it! A Prelude and Fugue a week 1 Was there ticing she can keep on until the hou 
play for the others to dance.” Expects to study “ until a prelude in the book that she could play? Not an inch *8 P^ayinS» te^ her to stop, 
she is 18, but will have no time after that, as she will be of one. And yet we are expected to stand agape when- —The Usual Wat .—Madge—“ Doe 
‘ out.’ ’’ With an inward groan I refrained from putting ever this pedagogic misfit shows bimseHy and the fo($- piano?” ^ , 1 
the two other questidnSf killer neglected his business long enough to permit the ca^if‘Cei’ ^u know&”—Hroo/cZ? 
A Miss of 18 studies “ that she may learn to teach gentleman to write himself up as the Learned Doctor C& 1 P ayinS* y°a w. too c i 
others.” Will work “ until she thinks she is ‘advanced’ (swell-head) and carry it to the newspapers for publica- —Soprano Prima Donna—“I am 
enough to take pupils.’ ” ' “ Would like to play better tion. And they published it, of course. 80 ^00(^ a pianist as you to play my ac 
than other girls of her age.” “ Thinks she does not ihe recall or this fugue incident led me to question OQe>” 
care to know more of theory than she will learn in her again one of the earnest pupils hereinbefore mentioned, . 
weekly piano lesson.” as follows“ Fdo^no/find^t 80^’^'answered'thh* 
I give these answers to my questions almost verbatim, Q. How many of the Bach Fugues can you learn in a not gn(j a]j difficult to.keep tim< 
and does not each of the several answers, excepting, of year ? Journal. 
conrse, the Miss of 10, reveal the general character of A. About six if I should learn one at a time and lay _u Larkin ” remarked the m 
the pupil? One whose love for her mother has made it aside, but I don’t like to do that. To be able to play you would"let your daughter join the 
her earnest, studious, persevering and successful in a them well at the end of the year I think three would be couldn’t think of it,” replied Mrs. L. 
work that she acknowledges is distasteful to her, has all I could do, together with my other work. sweet disposition, and I don’ t want he 
qualities that will make her successful in whatever-gfie Q. What do you,.mean by playing them well ? relsome. 
undertakes. Sweet 16 and her character may be encom- A. They must be played from memory, and so per- —He was Pleased.—“ But what ( 
passed by one word, frivolity. Equally exasperating is fectly that a mistake of any kind is the exception rather Ivory, by laughing at mypiano playing 
our 18 year-old example, who wishes to teach others on than the rule. v lau8 h°whe™tfev^re pirased^bu km!w 
the smallest possible amount of capital stock, and only This young lady would shrink from accepting the de- r > 
part paid in. gree of Learned Doctor, —- Musical Prodigy. A teacher in 
She cares for musical history, theory, literature—only At the lesson hour one day I complimented the pupil g^^jt^ean when^you'se^the'lettor 
to play a little better than her companions; to earn a on the mastery of a certain pretty hard passage. She slave ?” she asked. “Forte,” ansi 
little money—to make a little show. replied, “ I have played those few measures fifty times pupils. “And what does the charac 
Not satisfied with the replies to my questions from a day for, three months, and I ought to have mastered Thme was a period of deep thoughtfi 
average pupils, I put them to two more earnest ones. them. Thinking I might relate this to less sincere and ant\ye. «rEighty^Chicago ^Tribune 
The result in one case was something like this:— less persevering students, for their stimulation, perhaps, _ • 
Q. 1. Why are you studying music ? I followed my. question with another. How did you 
A. “BecauseIlove.it.” ! play them? “ Forty times very slowly, and ten times to —There iB a sense of solid enjoyn 
Q. 2. How long do you desire to study ? speed.” Then, with a smile, “ I have almost made a practice that I think no one bht yoi 
A, “ So long as I have Mb mi. breath.” ' _ . , technique with working on that movement” . . Why- butywTh 
Q. 8. How well do you desire to play? not ? I fully agree with one who says that in order to growing power is so perceptible. I The 
A. “Top of the ladder.” study musieyou n&sfcBtudy music. While the composi- ground every moment^is-80--8atisfact 
Q. 4. What would you like to know of your art? ■: tion was doing its work for the young lady technically wonders at the numberless students 
A “Ail Acaa learn in, a lifetime.” ! it .1.Pbe..me .0 m»ci * p«t of her..lf ibrt. .he .as ££S^!l7i£if 
Ihe second pupil gave these answers:— - enabled to give to it her best inspiration in its interpre- beauties come to light—new curiosi 
“ Every girl should select something for which she is tation. rhythm, a,nd harmony break in: upon t 
best fitted, or for which she has the most talenVand The sooner we stop giving our pupils dry 6tudes, for ing \L.power and of pleasure grows 
when she has made her choice she must give to it the the mechanical part of playing only, and put in their ipade,* what <telaiiOii ^here’ is? wl 
best effort of which she is capable. Mimic has been my place pieces and 6tudes of real musical worth with,per- step, what a consciousn^sAof music v 
choice, and to it I expect to devote my life’s work.” haps quite as much mechanical /alue, thi shorter will; amsictw wealth.—2\ G. Jeffers. 
SOHEBZOS, 
JJOW TO T,T! A T?.¥ A PIECE. much slower than at its true tempo, and this kept np for, in the gallery of the art divine, tone-pictures can bti 
j till it goes easily to about half a8 fast , as it is to event- perceived representing the playful as well as the tender 
' r ually be played. Then quicken your playing somewhat and soulful; the contented,, jovial, as well the earnest, 
by chevalier de kontski and william h. SHERWOOD. and keep this up till you can do the piece perfectly at together with the‘-romantic, the chivalrous, the gentle 
__ this tempo, not only perfectly, but do it accurately with and sentimental, the humorous and passionate, the 
(The editor prepared a series of fifteen questions upon how to ease, for ease, surety, and repoBe must be a part of your- fanciful and pleasing, the sensational and astonishing, 
learn a piece. We here give answers by two composer-pianists, one self from ‘being second nature through long-continued In a word, all of the passions, faculties, and emotions 
a pupil of Beethoven, Carl Czerny, John Field, etc., thus representing correct, practice. This will enable you to bring the of the human mind and soul are truthfully portrayed 
the old school of technic and exprefeion, and the othc a pupti of ,p. ap to its correct tempo, and still be a master of and awakened by the power of so-called “ Classical 
Weiizmann, thus representing the new school. Both are eminent yourself, to perform without any anxiety of apprehen- Music.” To fathom the depths and ascertain the scien- 
teachers as well as pianists and composers, and this, because of sion of failure, even on the most difficult parts of your tific bearing of the wdll-written composition one re- 
their three-fold capacity, makes their remarks of greater practical pjeces. Fingering is of such great importance that the quires more than a mere knowledge of notation or even 
worth^ hard places of apiece shonld be so slowly played that the ability to read readily at sight, for, be it remembered, 
(Question 1. In learning a piece for public perform- the fingering may always be correct, and in no case mnsic is not only an art, bat also a science, and he who 
ance, do you recommend the music student to practice ever deviated from, because the hand must do the notes would revel in all the delights of the art divine must 
on the whole piece, or to concentrate his study to the and fingering uniformly, till they cannot make a mistake enter throngh the.intellectual door which leads to the 
difficult parts ? because a habit of perfect playing .is formed.” inner courts, as well as passing through the outer gate 
Answer 1. The Chevalier de Kontski says: “After ’ Mr. Sherwood: “At first short passages, especially of emotional fancy, 
playing a new piece through, to get an idea of its char- the hard ones, should be played with one hand at a What a wonderful scope to the pleasure which is 
acter, mark with a pencil the difficult passages, and then time, for the sake of perfect work in small details, then derived from music ! . All of the passions of the human 
practice them separately and very slowly, gradually slowly, with both, that perfection may in no part soul awaken at,its behest. The courage and patriotism 
going faster as you can do so without special effort, for departed from, and played thus many times over and iQ the breast of the soldier is aroused on the battle field, 
accuracy. Repose and a feeling of surety is an essential over, then moderately fast till it goes .well and easy at the sorrowful are administered nnto, while unbounded 
element in all practice.” this tempo, and then fast—its true tempo—still keeping mirth is provoked by the humorouB. It stimulates the 
William H. Sherwood says: “Both processes are yourself to accurate playing, then moderately fast again, feeling of devotion and lifts the soul into the atmosphere 
necessary. At first, and then again at last, the whole with greater attention to perfection, and finally very where angels breathe the breath of celestial worship, 
piece, but intermediate, practice upon the difficult pas- slow, slower than at the first trial, now exacting perfec- We listen with equal delight, but different sensibilities, 
sages and so save a waste of time and prevent the tion in every particular, the number of times in each to the rich, majestic, and overpowering strain of the king 
amateurish inconsistencies and broken execution so division being governed by the pupil’s endurance and of instruments, the grand organ, and the soft, luxuriant, 
often heard.” the number of times necessary to bring each up to an and mellow tone of the flute, while the violin, with its 
easy perfection.” ethical voice, pours forth its dreamy song as a soft and 
worth.) 1 
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sages and sc save a aste of ti e and prevent the 
a ateurish inconsistencies and broken execution so 
often Seard.” 
Ques. 2. Should the pupil extend hard runs and other 
difficult passages into more octaves than in the original, 
thus making them into technical exercises ? 
Ans. i. Cheval del i I tan is, yes. 
Not only more octaves than written, but it is sometimes 
Ques. 5. Should he take pains to continually use the 
best quality of touch, even from the first readings, 
giving the correct kind to eafih part ? 
Ans. 5. Chevalierde Kontski: “ Undoubtedly he should; 
well to reverse the passage where it ascends in different for the quality of touch is of the greatest value to the 
notes than in descending. ■ If the passage is in octaves, it artist, and he must develop it to perfection, never neg- 
should go very slowly at first, and with arms and wrists lecting it at any point of his practice, in either serious 
perfectly loose, avoiding the slightest stiffness of hand, or light music. Musical art must always be considered 
and never long - at once, always stopping wb.es the wrist in a serious light, as a serious science, and never treated 
is tired. It is especially well to play with one hand at a as a trivial recreation. Music is the universal language, 
time, letting one hand rest while the other is at work, a noble art, in fact, the divine art, for through the 
Practicing with single hands gives the mind an oppor- agency of sacred song, millions of souls implore and 
tunity to exact as perfect a performance from the left praise the Almighty.” ’ ‘ 
hand as from the right, and this is very apt to be over- Mr. Sherwood: “ By all means! But he should afoo 
looked when both hands are playing.” try the passage in other varieties of touch than the one 
Mr. Sherwood: “Yes! Unless it should lead him to best adapted to its true expression, this for the sake of 
- go ' so''.fast-that a careful, artistic performance would be a better technical development; however, he should 
impossible ; for rapid playing on a passage not perfectly always use the correct touch in playing the passage from 
known is sure to be very imperfect. Some people try heart as well as head, or in other words, when intellect 
t  t  ri , ajestic,  er eri  str i  f t  i  
f i str e ts, t e grand organ, a  t e soft, ln nria t, 
ll t   t fl t ; il t  i li , it it  
i e*
tender benediction of peace and delicious repose. In 
alS its variety of tensity, time, and style it pleases ; for 
it is harmony and melody still, and leads the mind a 
rilling captive o its bev ching power 
What is taste f ■ ' 
Webster says: “ Some consider taste as a mere sensi¬ 
bility and others as a simple exercise of judgment; but 
a nnion of both is requisite to the existence of anything 
which deserves the name. An original Bense of the 
beautiful is just as necessary to aesthetic judgments as a 
tense of right and wrong to the formation of any just 
conclusions on moral subjects.” 
But the sense of the beautiful is not an arbitrary prin- 
i  tn  i i nt . ciple. It is under the guidance of reason ; it grows in 
r. :  ll at l  lBO delicacy and correctness with the progress of the indi- 
vidual and of society at large ; it has its laws which are - 
seated in the nature of man, and it is in the development 
t of these laws that we find the true standards of taBte. 
The French philosopher Cousin says: “ These facul- 
ties enter into that complex faculty that is called taste— 
and emotions have full sway in expression, then the imagination, sentiment; reason.” Sentiment, according to play as many notes as possible in a given time instead l ,
of doing them slow enough to be both mechanically and touch should be uniformly adapted to the character of to this author, receives the impression, reason passes 
musically correct.” the passage, this for the purpose of establishing the judgment on it, while imagination produces the sensation 
Ques- 8. Should lie begin -directly on the piece when ProPer t008il to tlie &ven passage.” ' of plesssre'experienced fifth® mind, 
he sits down to practice, or first do technics for the"^ (To be continued.) Thus it can be readily seen that diligent study and 
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sake of bringing the hands into good form? 
Ans. 3. Chevalier de Kontski: “The advice that I 
give upon this question is from my own experience and 
that of my numerous pupils. Divide the day into three 
periods: In the morning, one hour of scales and tech¬ 
nical studies.' In the afternoon, an hour upon year 
piece. In the evening, an hour for playing the pieces 
which you already know, that you may still further per¬ 
fect them and always have them -ready to play when 
called upon.” 
Mr. Sherw,ood: “ Generally speaking, technical work 
first. However, it is necessary to be able to play one’s 
best at once, m at a concert, and not be obliged to work up I 
to it with preliminary technical exercises ; consequently, 
I believe it well to sometimes begin a difficult piece at 
once, and play it brilliantly, but afterwards go over 
it very slowly for perfectly accurate work in minnte 
details.’ ’ 
Ques. 4. Should he do much very slow practice, espe¬ 
cially on the hard passages of the piece, and if so, how 
many times slow, and after the piece is ivell learned, 
how many times fast after the slow performance ? 
GOOD MUSIC HEEDS STUDY. 
BY SIMEON BISSELL. 
Why tic* not people in general appreciate so-called 
>f l a ur  ex « d e ;  b t c i  
s it r il  s t t ili t st  a  
close application to the principles contained in matter 
and style are absolutely necessary—of course, in conjunc¬ 
tion with God-given talent—to a complete appreciation 
of classical music as well as any other art. And one 
who is not musically acquainted with the productions of 
genius sees no more in them than commonplace compo¬ 
sitions, and listens to them only throngh cariosity or a 
mere fashionable fad. But, on the contrary, one who 
classical mnsic? is a question often asked; and even listens intellectually to a musical composition hears not 
among muBic students, or rather pupils, a great antipathy only a leading melodic thought, but a beautiful picture is 
to the practice of classical composition is often exhibited, presented to his imagination, wherein, in addition to the 
The answer is readily given by stating that a lack of one chief figure or idea, various interesting minor ideas 
knowledge concerning the underlying principles of Will pass before hiB mind in panoramic view. And 
well-written compositions renders a proper estimate of again, other musical compositions will appear as beauti- 
music’s true value impossible. ■ _ ful .pieces of tapestry, wherein interweaving and inter- 
The student of mnsic must be able to grasp tbe design lacing strains and thematic threads! of different colors, 
and motives of the composition, without which the per- shoot through the harmonitTwarp; thus exhibiting the 
formance becomes more or less a confusion of sounds, formation and texture of the wonderful art Work 
rather than a well-planned construction of tonal beauty, duced by the great mnsic weaver’s shuttle. 
Bat the one whose desire it is to become acquainted with Therefore, let each real student of muBic seek 
the best which musical science and art affords need not admission to the grand, intellectual conservatorium 
suppose as he enters the threshold of the mysterious, wherein mrintellect,^aAwell/,a8 his emotions, will be so' 
'duelling'of the mnsic of the classics that he will be met beautifully mended ai^tp round out a symmetrically ap 
Ans. 4. Chevalierde Kontski: “No certain number of by grave and reverend seignors who will inform him that preciative lo¥e for the beantifh^in musical urt.—Pittsburg 
times can be given, but the first practice must be very he who enters here must leave all. mirth and joy behind ; | Dispatch. 
HOW TO COMMAND BUOOESS,. 
BY FRAXK H, TUBBS, 
ambition is too high, and provided we cultivate the ego tion. Cultivate the real self arid do not permit the shelj( 
no ambition will remain unattained. Do not be modest or body to dominate. By that command of the self, 
in expectancy. Nothing is too good or too high, too win friends and compel success. That which conduces 
great or too noble for the God within us. Therefore much toward success is even disposition and geniality. 
Ox a bench in an old-fashioned shoe shop sat a young plan large things. How long, you ask, will it take to become an artist ? 
man working at his trade. A singing teacher passing Having planned a broad campaign and having re- No one knows; minds differ—in fact, no two are alike, 
along noticed the rich voice of the young,man, singing solved on faithfulness, bend the thought toward the re- What matters it how long this takes ? Life is, if you are 
as he worked. The teacher inquired where he sang in suit. Now, thought is not the subtle -nonentity we let using it aright, a perfection of a plan of existence which 
chnrch and if he sang in public. Learning that the ourselves consider it. Thought is a messenger of the will end only when we pass over the River. A portion, 
young man sang nowhere, had had no instruction or edu- mind.. We shoot thoughts out by the millions. Gener- more or less long, used ,in making a musician and an 
cation, and lacked even the clothes necessary to a res- ally we fly them at random. If they strike a mark we artist, is but a part of the whole, and a development of 
pectable appearance, he interested himself in the youth, gain a result. Stop shooting them at random, aim cor- the talent lent us by the good Father, and which we, by 
and lived to see him become the leading oratorio basso rectly, hit the mark each time and each thought brings our effort, eventually return to him, added to, and made 
of America. Another case: A boy at six was left, as a result. Thought when concentrated on the plan which beautiful because of the Heavenborn Art—music—which 
a result of scarlet fever, stone blind. Nor has he since ambition has prompted, carries that plan onward to we have absorbed to ourselves. Nor is this all, for in 
seen a ray of light. A necessary faculty to success gorie, success. the development of our own talent we have carried the 
is it? To-day that young man is one of the best musi- Every growth produces another. Emerson says, in whole world unconsciously upward nearest the pure, the 
cians and singers, getting $1600 for his choir singing, substance, that the end of every act is but the beginhing beautiful and the true.— Voice Quarterly. 
Success. You will say these two had great natural gifts of another. Every growth of attribute of mind develops ---- 
and had friends. possibilities of further growth. Love, a powerful attri- a jrABIT OF AOOURAflY k NFfIFSRTTY I L  . ,  
There is within each and every one that ability which, bute of the ego, first circles in the home, then expands 
properly commanded and developed, compels success, into the circle of friends, then reaches society, the 
A HABIT OF AG0UBA0Y A NECESSITY. 
Teachers should impress upon the minds of their 
But few understand themselves or realize the power world. One begins by caring for the want of a hurt bird PUP*18 the power of habits over their lives, and the 
within them. Without comprehension of what is within or other pet. He ends by raising and healing mankind. Qur lives are to be estimated according to the habits we 
no start toward success can be made. A reason for ab- One quietly slips a few pennies into the hand of an un- may form. A bad character or reputation is the result 
sence of comprehension lies in the fact that but one side fortunate. He ends by being a philanthropist. One of bad habits. A good character or reputation will come 
of self is ever seen, and that side is the grosser one— speaks a kind word. He ends by raising the fallen. fb1; euljvation of good habits. 
the body—this we see with our physical eyes, and call These, you see, touch upon sympathy, helpfulness. A talent, is, in the majority of cases, only, or at least largely, 
the object man. We incline to think if the parts are noble thought, an association with the pure in art, and the result of habits. For example: You go to hear some 
comely, well-shapen, strong, beautiful, the possessor beauty in poem, story, song, sky, flower, but leads us to celebrated pianist. As he runs hisAngers rapidly over 
may march on to success. “ Trust not to appearances.” another even more beautiful. Bach touch of beauty, of ^technique 
Were the body the root of all things, or of especial refinement, expands that line of our ego, and we feel necessary to produce such music. You say, “ What a 
worth, the race would be to the swift, the fight to the ourselves raised* drawing nearer and nearer to that great genius I What talent he has! ” 
strong. But that seen, felt, heard, is not the real self. Mind. The end must be success in our plan. Mental Now look at the actual facts in the case and what do 
Within the body, as a dweller and a motive power, is the growth means more power to grasp and wrest from cir- hardwork fffhlhasl SenVit%Ttalent for 
ego, the real self. It is that and that only which can be cumstances and the world itself, successful prosecution application and perseverance. The results*you see in 
developed and which possesses those attributes compel- of the plan which ambition framed. Successful prose- his performance are not altogether nor mainly the result 
ling, by and by, success. It is that which must, to cution means ultimate success. of some peculiar inborn faculty, so much as the result li , j , m . rJ i- t t 1 ie t , t  
>me degree, I understoi s Be th< bodi chat it may, 
tli i il self fa s the p« ver «. expr s >i an i impi »vi 
iti
ttti a „_j • /■ i o of certain habits which he has formed and cultivated. 
What prevents success, and is Ahere false success? Before he could execute in that manner he had to sub- 
lie body must be fed and clothed. It has appetites, ject himself to a long course of vigorous training. he rea  ha ow of es ion d rove- Th . ,
ment. The real self will be spoken of as the ego, and Clothing takes much attention, and develops pride and fcipur after hour, day after day-, for years, he had to play 
its power considered. vanity. Has not each said, many a time, “ If I but had scales, finger exercises and 6tudes, over and over again, 
There enters into existence at birth or early in life an time to attend to study, and did not have to attend to my ess^vari e ty^' D°W 8 °? 7 ’ n°* raT* <Jr1 e’c*T 3Ii 
indefinable something. We term it soul, spirit, mind, clothes, my food^ and take the time to earn money for Without this careful, and persistent, and accurate 
When we meet or associate with a person, in a short them, I could do so much.” True, but the body is here, practice, he never could have been able to execute those 
time we recognize that mind. At first we may notice and if these things are not done, the ego would have no pieces which cause you so auch delight and wonder, no 
the bod, op even the dress and be influenced b, it In honte in which to ctny. The ere of the bod, i, necec- 
time we seek back of that outward covering and see the sary. Cannot, however, even these necessary demands gave him what can only rightly be called a habit of 
mind behind it. After, we forget the body in the ac- be somewhat reduced for the sake of attending to the playing. It is a part of his very nature so to do. 
quaintance with the mind. A homely person becomes ego within more fully ? If not, cannot the appetite and Thereaaonwhy there are not more people who display 
illumined with new life. A beauty loses attraction, the pride, which, after all, give no satisfaction when all only a few who have the necessary brains, but it is 
We have learned to know the ego in our acquaintance, is done, be so held in check by care and reasonableness because too many fail in persevering practice and 
That ego we come to know as all there is of the ac- that the demands of body will not grow upon us ? After application. 
maint all, those necessary demands of body are not so bad as -These facts should be impressed upon the pupils 
Thebody is the home of the ego and the tool for its other attributes of body. Laziness I Light gossip I ig poss^le for them to do well in music, but that their 
development and action. Train the body to ability to -Fretting 1 Unclea iness I Disease I These things can't success depends mainly upon the habits of practice that 
respond to the demands of the ego, and> keep it health- be part of the ego, for the real man is the “breath of they form. Let them know that habits are not formed 
ful; and no more can be done with it. life”—God. They must be of body. They are the hi a day, but are the results of steady growth. By 
Attributes of mind lead always in the direction of things which play havoc with our time, our energy, our ft daily for months, it will soon become an involuntary 
mi within . rength, act or a habit. When once the habit is formed, it will be 
breathed in his nostrils the breath of life and man be- How about circumstances and their influences ? Sur- easy to do it, and hard to do otherwise. If the habit 
came a living soul.” That “ breath of life ” is God. roundings? They surely affect us. Yes, but just so formed is a good one, well; if a bad one, ill. 
I hat cannot tend downward. 1 he attributes of God are surely as the ego throws on the lower sell, within the eXperiencef They have found that there was a certain 
the attributes of the ego. Loye, thought, sympathy, body, and resolves to rise, just so quick will the circum- place ip a certain piece where they always stumbled or 
ambition, helpfulness, desire for refinement, culture, ex- stances and surroundings begin to change. Jnstso faBt broke down. Now, if they will go back to the time,, 
pension—these are such attributes. Is any mind lack- as the ego develops its attributes, just so fast will ap- they ®rst P^ye<| that piece, they will remember 
. . n tp x 1 • x- , . . X - x J J. p •* e that they made a mistake at that very place. They went 
ing these ? If we say yes, Took ^lthin ourselves and see propriate circumstances and surroundings for its further 0Q) ;nst'ad of 8t0pping to correct it As a consequence, 
if they are lacking in us. These attributes.cultivated growth open. ■ Like begets like. Water seeks its level, when they played the piece the second time they made 
will cause growth of the ego. But this growth makes Seek low things on bodily planes and low friends will the same mistake,_and_ so on each time, until they got in 
the ego greater and by its reaching out after the things surround you. Like is with like. Raise yourself and kftbit of playing it wrong and co,u not p ay it 
of the world and taking them to. itself, produces that you will find those with whom you cari associate. Your What is the remedy ? Always try (iarefully to'do a 
which we term success. old associates will not go ; with you, and some will call thing exactly right the first time. JiesB care will be 
But, asks one, what is the bearing of this on our study ? you mean,and cry, “ ^pme back,” ,and try to pull you required to get it correct eifcE~suceeeding timi 
It has been plain to me as a teacher, and it grows back. Bid them adieu and go up higher. New sur- 
8 ronger ev ry year, that all sue jess ii m isic arise a fr< m .« unding i w 11 make a j lace for yo i m th sm. The past ^ .. , ht 
a comprehension of the ego within,ua, and the cultiva- becomes a stepping.stone, and if you have cleared the- Another thought to impress upon the minds of 
tion of these attributes bearing directly upon music, ego of your own body, you will nse. Clear yourself at ners id'tfaat it is much easier to cultivate correct^ 
What would you.become, a musician f ^Consult one who 'each step of the weight brought on by body, and circum- than ituiB to snpp an a , a i 
knows enough of you to judge well, and if he says you stances will seem different. “ God helps him who helps s Finally, have them kfeow-that their bad habits, a 
may become one, plan your life work to realize, gratify himself.” - , - their worst enemieB and good habits their best friends 
your ambition. Aim at the highest and best,- No Therefore, plan and concentrate thought on its execu- —Musical,Messenger. 
mm-.- 
i ■ ■ ■
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' Don’t speak ill of yonr musical advantages, for people 
entertain an old-fashioned idea that “the stream never 
rises higher than its fountain.” 
Don’t let yonr mnsic he the last thing you give time 
Und attention to, but make other and less important 
affairs stand aside till you have done your day’s practice. 
Don’t neglect your music for frivolities. Stop to con- 
Don’ I. tell ii pupil Ilia faults too much and never .en¬ 
large upon them, and certainly never caricature them or 
him. Let him enjoy some self-respect, and meantime 
keep some respect for his t< acher. 
Don’t keep giving lessons to a pupil that will not prac¬ 
tice. Your reputa* 5 lowered if y 1 dc and no 
good teacher can. afford to waste his energies on such 
material. ■ 
Don’t solicit pupils. If the 'quality of your' teaching 
will not bring pupils to you, something is wrong in your- 
self or methods. 
Don’t expect to be abreast of the times, unless you 
take several music journals and read them, yes, and 
think upon and apply the ideas read in them too. 
Don’t be so generous as to pass these hints and 
“ Dont’s ” to your neighbors. Try to find one that fits 
your case, and then ponder it and profit by it. 
Don’t “give anybody a piece of your mind,” certainly 
hot a pupil or patron. You need all the mind yon have 
BY CHARLES W- IANDON. 
FOR PARENTS. 
Don’t think that children should not take lessons 
while attending school, for they will learn easier, faster 
and better than during vacation time. 
Don’t consider piano practice as so much extra work 
added to the child’s studies. Music is more of a recrea¬ 
tion than a task. 
Don’t, put off the study of music till the school days 
are over.'' It is then too late, for the hands have no | 
flexibility, and the active affairs of life will give the I 
wonld-be pnpil no time for the necessary practice. 
Don’t expect that the teacher can do everything per-j 
taming to a child’s musical education. The parents 
must see that there is a regular amount of uninterrupted 
practice, and that this is done at stated hours. 
Don’t be afraid to let your teacher know that you ap¬ 
preciate his efforts. When he feels that hiB work is well 
appreciated he will redouble his efforts. 
Don’t speak disparagingly of your music teacher in 
your child’s hearing. If the child advances he must 
have confidence in his teacher. - 
Don’t allow other members of the family to be in the 
room when the child la practicing, for it diverts attention 
and creates embarrassment enough to make the practice 
fruitless. 
Don’t expect a pupil to like practice and to take an 
interest in music when he has to play on s piano that is 
•rate of tune and order. 
Don't expect nimble fingers or profitable practice in a 
room that is below sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit. Sitting 
still in a cold room does not tend to a warm circulation 
of the blood, but allows the fingers to become so numbed 
and stiff as to be uncontrollable. 
Don’t ask a friend to play far you and then as soon as 
the musip commences begin talking. Nothing is, more 
ill-bred. Such conduct amounts to your saying to the 
mi -. ian 1 5T< ir so . 3 o nbearable that I must ti Ik 
and climaxes. Beethoven said, “ To mistake a- note may 
be an accident, but to play without expression is inex¬ 
cusable.” 
Don’t stop to get. all of the hard notes of a chord. Hit 
and on. 
That’s sarcasm. 
Don’t stop to study out the time of a hard passage, for 
“like anugh 
trouble. 
a handful of keys, “anthers about there. 
' d ,f man jan’t ell the dill rencc 
” the musical effect wont be worth the 
So is this sarcasm. 
Don’t practice if 
What’s the use of bothering 
sax caBm, too. 
FOR 1EACHERE 
Don’t say that the people of your town have no appre¬ 
ciation of good music, but invite them to your musicales 
and let them hear good music explained, and so teach 
them how to appreciate that which is best. If you play 
. hurch organ 5 >u can lo much for yot art on thi 
instrument. 
• Don’t forget that every time a pnpil plays to an audi¬ 
tor, he advertises his teacher. See to it that every pnpil 
has all of his best pieces well at his fingers-end, and can 
always do himself and teacher justice. 
Don’t forget that many people of the musical public 
are as for music teacher - ..e for a 
good pupil. Let them know what and how well you can 
teach by giving pupils’ musicales. ' - 
Don’t hide your talents under a bushel, but show the 
people what you can do. 
Don’t allow the year to pass without giving one or more 
1 concerts with your pupils. Give the musical public a 
in any way you can get out of it. 
one’s self anyway ? That is 
with the keenest interest, to see if you are a man of 
strong. moral as well aB musical worth, with an idea 
of employing the best teacher they can find for their 
children. 
ABOUT THE LESS-TALENTED PUPILS 
BY F, W. WE8THOFF, 
I have glean d a number of bsei ations through 
my teaching. The material of music is sound, and 
therefore we teachers should, as much as possible, 
appeal to the ear of the pupil, and not to the eye, 
i t first I take it r" a , wh« 1 a child 1 eg ns the stud at 
music, at the age of, say ten years, the ear can be almost 
equally trained in music with the mind in any other 
branch of education. , If ear-training is necessary, then 
the dull pupil, or better said, the less-talented one, 
should certainly be induced to Undergo such training. 
an indifferent pnpil with them. The art of transposing 
mnsic becomes an easy, readily learned task, through the 
use of numbers; harmony is dependent upon them. The 
relations of tones are always expressed by numbers. 
With their use, a teacher can lay a foundation for a 
musical fut v *.a 15 i e he pupil an nsi| intc musi 
uch as cannot be gained by the u 1 1 I deem 
an om i e thi ig tc lay 1 jfore the pupil espec all] th 
indifferent one, that which he has yet to learn; rather 
would I always point to what he has already accom¬ 
plished. Let the pupil learn, as soon as possible, to 
become his own critic; leave everything to him, yet 
gu him. ff anything good mb gained in he nd, 
yield to him in the selection,of the pieces for instruction. 
Occasionally, allow the pupil to study an easy piecs 
without your aid. Yet, nevertheless, let your authority 
• te cher b< e It 0 he itmospl re - m 3 ah it yi 1 
pupils at any and all times. To sometimes hold a short 
musical conversation during a part of the lesson-time, 
with such pupils as were progressing slowly, and seemed 
to ha re lost n rly 1 interest in their music! oas 1 u 
proven to be a good plan. It not only is stimulating 
and instructive tc the pupil hi - * a! gives the teach r 
an opportunity to study the pupil’s nature, disposition, 
his likes and dislikes for music, and, in general, such 
points as the teacher should know.—The Echo. 
music and music teachers. The best is none too good. 
Don’t propose to give up counting while at practice 
till you car live without breathing. 
Donft-have your piano seat too'high, for it-induces a 
stiff waist and a punching, shoving touch, while a low 
ses t 1 elj 3 tow ards a g< c 1 t ch 
Don’t omit the reading of new music every day. The 
elegantly printed music from the Peters, Litolff, and 
other catalogues, is so cheap and superior that no one 
mg lessons 
Don’t neglect an opportunity for hearing fine music. 
‘Symphony concerts arc not the only ones worth hearing. 
Don’t forget that every day you put off pulling out by 
its roots that inexcusable fault of yours it is growing 
stronger and stronger, and it may soon defy as well as 
overwhelm,you, as far as farther progress in music is con¬ 
cerned. 
Don’t allow your parents and friends-to "be disap¬ 
pointed in you. Fulfill their expectations by faithful 
work, that they may he proud of you, and year self- 
respec t be retained. 
Don’t forget that everybody who hears you play, 
“ examines” yon in mnsic, whilefonlythe teacher exam¬ 
ines you in your school studies. » 
Don’t neglect to imagine a picture* situation or poeti¬ 
cal meaning to your piece. It will add much to its 
interest. 
HOW TO STUDY BAOH, 
4 3 ,kb *;• b s -.ft 1 w 1 you a: d comjh 3 le * th hin 
there over your own pianoforte ; Btudy him with loving 
diligence, taking first what happens mosjt to strike your 
personal fancy—for even In .B&etrtbere^hte some things 
which almost any one can like—and thus habituate.your¬ 
self to his style. * I know of no finer,_ deeper, nor higher 
musical education. In a word, sweeping as the statement 
may seem, I make it circumspectly, and with complete 
conviction-, that there is no more trustworthy gauge of a 
man’s musical.nature sati culture than his appreciation 
and love for Bach. In him .you find what is highest, 
noblest 1 id bestpin music $-ai ui thermore it is through 
him th ther great i aoserf e best to be appro 
dated.—JfP. F. Apthorp. 
to bands and orchestras, .Leave music tor such purposes 
Don’t be afraid to d^the. necessary work op take the 
risk of getting up artisi eeitals. You can make a suc¬ 
cess of them if you will work with confidence and tact. 
Don’t give every pupil the same pieces, but try to give 
but one pupil of any social set the same piece. Pupils 
very much dislike to have their friends play their music. 
Dop’t discourage the pupil who asks questions, but 
lead his thoughts into a channel that will cause him to 
think out the answers to his own questions. 
v:4 '' : ';n ■ -C ': -4'. . 4\ ' ' ■ :4 
PUBL1 HER’S NOTES MISA HENSION OF 0 ILS NOTICED AT 
RANDOM. !iA pleasure shared is a pleasure doubled,” so if 
by E, b. story. our subscribers will show their Etudes to their friends, 
- our subscription list would grow so large that we could 
1. That the miscalled “ loud ” pedal is for loudness, carryout some contemplated improvements, and thus our | America. 
Its office is to operate the dampers, to lift thetn from the subscribers would get still further benefits 
strings, and thereby allow all sympathetic strings to 
vibrate when a key is struck. Fulness and richness of, 
. . •_^__Etude, 
TESTIMONIALS. ■ / 
I am convinced that The Etude is the only paper 
whose miscon is to render great Bervice to the N >le 
Art of Music*, as it earnestly treats all questions in a way 
to best help the development of Musical Science in 
t. Chevalier Antoine de Eontski. 
I received my copy o Landon’s “ Organ 1 jthod” 
some time ago and I am delight.;d with it. I only wish 
it had been pu lishe ie rlier. Me lie ! Pareei 
* Mason >.. ale • meet with iny hearty a .» rm al. 4 
fact, I know of nothing in the line of pianoforte tech-: 
develop touch and execution as 
i«u using them in my teaching 
This will be with most encouraging results, and am pleased to note* 
„ „ that my pupils are interested in them and like to prac¬ 
tice them, too. The revised edition published by you is 
e* certainly beautiful, and I am sure will be heartily 
, m i. , r., , . , TT ,, , , „ , welcomed by students and teachers of music. 
m so we l ouch nd rechm Pai II, f and Part • jjilli < * Pi 
Ill, Arpeggios, have been enthusiastically received by j think The Etude a very useful and interesting 
the whole profession. This work is destined to become paper. It aims to be fair and just in its treatment and 
the standard work on piano technics throughout the investigation of the merits. of the various methods of 
country. Only a few years ago Plaidy’s Technics were .pifD0?rte tefhi.n? and P^ctice; and it contains an J ,, % . . J 6 „ / , , . .. interchange of opinion based on the experience of lhtel- 
umversally used; it is now generally known that they do ligent teachers living in various parts of the country, 
not answer the requirements of modern piano playing, which certainly contributes largely to the improvement of 
they do not deal with touch and artistic playing, while all who are earnestly interested in the subject.- I con* 
■■ Trh a4 Technicf from4e yv h^T‘i """"'trir1 produce the artist and not the machine. To those who j- have read and admired The Etude great]y- Yon 
have not had the opportunity of examining these, we are making a very useful and interesting paper of it. 
would very urgently recommend an investigation. We With iny best wishes, “ Wm. H. Sherwood. 
will cheerfully send on approval Yol. I, It and III to Hans Von Billow, in a private letter to the publishers 
any teacher who may wish to examine them; of The Etude, writes as follows: 
_ Your periodical, The Etude, I know perfectly well, 
We will issue during this month a delightful edition of and esteem very highly its tendency. 
Schumann’s “Album for the Young.” This volume T JT , , V°N, ®°L0W* 
mi , . . i . , n .i - , -,v I received Land on s Organ Method, and I am very 
will contain an elegant portrait of the composer with a much pieased with the work. It is the best I ever saw. 
complete biographical sketch and his “ sixty-eight rules Ifindit is a great help to me, for I get new ideas that are 
to young musicians,” making the work one of superior a value in teaching. Martha A. Garver. 
usefulness. The edition will be gotten up in the very - The perusal of Thomas Tapper’s “ Music Life ” has 
Money can be made in securing subscriptions for The 
We want an agent in every town. Send for 
tuuo \iumc uyuoouuouvo; wuu uio wuiu vy ; - 
... a a, j. ... , j our circular ot premiums and terms, 
with soft effects as with loud. ■ H —- nics which so raF 
2. That the dot adds “ one.” Our subscribers will receive a list of works on musi- Mason’s technics 
It may add two, four, one, one-half, depending wholly cal literature with a special holiday offer, 
oil what precedes it—for the dot always adds to the value an excellent opportunity for building 
of whatever (note, dot, or rest) is before it one half of library with the choicest books at a low p 
that value. 
8. That the roll mark | allows the notes of a chord to 
be used as individual notes, each in turn dropped from 
the grasp. All should be held to the end of the chord 
value and lifted simultaneously. 
4. That another fingering “ is as good as the one on 
the page.” 
It may be as good; but the work of the reviser who 
carefully selects the best fingering and who is a man 
of large experience and accurate judgment of the needs 
of the average pupil, is much rather to be trusted Ilian 
the individual wish of the-inexperienced student. Strict 
attention to the fingering given will therefore prove most 
profitable, giving control of passages in shortest time. 
5. That the signature indicates the key of a piece. It 
only gives a choice between two keys, a major and a 
minor, but does not tell which. The last bass note of a 
piece (which is invariably the key note, the exceptions 
being so few that they are not worth mentioning), and 
the signature are needful to an accurate knowledge of 
the key. 
6. That the addition of a sharp or flat to one in the 
signature creates a double sharp or flat anywhere in the 
piece. 4 
Each incidental is a character by itself, and, displacing 
any other preceding one, even though it be a sharp or flat 
of the signature, affects directly in its own way the note 
before which it stands. 
are tied. Two notes 7. That such notes as these @ 
of same name are said to be tied when they are con¬ 
nected by a curved line ; but the second only is the tied 
one, the first being struck. In the above mentioned 
notes we have an illustration of one grade of staccato, 
where each note is allowed three quarters of its value of 
sound and one-quarter of silence. The other two grades 
are repr* mted >y th dot i ithou cm < lich shoi ei 
each note one-half and by th« point, which permits 
< ly c e jna « i of and will hi e-quar era of si 
! it n t lireetlj over each oth( i s always > be 
played together 
m
 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES volume will contain an elegant portrait of Chopin with a 
iographical: tch by Frederick Niecks. ' j the 
most important volume of Chopin’s works, and perhaps 
the most used of this great genius’ pianoforte writings. 
Our edition will be very accurate and handsome. 
We will also offer this work as a special offer until the 
first of January. To those sending us fifty cents in 
advance’ of publication we. will send the work post- 
Beautiful holiday presents are offered at low prices 
in our Premium List. 
Readers to whom The Etude is new, please look over 
the index and see what a wide range of practical sub¬ 
jects have been in our pages the past year. 
We are about to commence the publication of a very 
important work. It is a compilation of the best studies 
and Etudes for the piano, arranged in progressive order 
in ten 1 < ; ; 
* The survival > h< ifctesf in Etudes are tl s< that 
We can save our subscribers trouble if they will be 
prompt in advising us of change of residence, not forget¬ 
ting to give the old as well as the new address. 
SPEC!/ L OFFER TO J LNUARY >, 1892. 
The publisher realizing the importance >f introducing 
new and important works to active teachers, makes the 
following extraordinary offer ; He will send the follow¬ 
ing fine works, when. published, for the sum of Two 
Dollars ($2.00), if cash accompanies the order and if 
order is "received by December 81, 1891. 
Please to always address ns with the' same initials or 
given names—not in one letter as Mrs. Chas. E. Smith, 
and then as Mrs. Julia A. Smith. Much needless trouble 
could thus be saved. 
as technical utility. It is now held by progressive teach¬ 
ers that taste and the innate musical germ must be as 
assiduously developed and cultivated as mechanical tech¬ 
nic, the barren prize that the teachers of the past gener¬ 
ation worked for. 
Composers have tried to meet this need, but the 
writings of no one composer are completely adapted to 
To get the best 6tudes from 
Musical people feel particularly pleased to receive a 
musical present from a friend. Have you looked oyer 
our Premium List and noticed what a choice variety of 
musical goods are there offered for sale as well as for 
premiums? 
Letters without number are received here giving ex¬ 
pression to appreciation of The Etude, and telling of its 
value and help in the writers’ work. We would be much 
pleased if our friends would speak of The Etude to 
their musical - them opy or 
send their address to us, and we will send sample copies. 
Album f r the SToni g, 0 p 68 ...Sc h ima 
(With portrait, biographical sketch and his rules for 
young musicians.) 
Complete Waltzes ....Chopin. 
(With portrait and biographical sketch.) 
Theory Explained to Piano 
Students,..Dr. H. A. Clarke. 
Coarse of Piano-forte Study, .. , . • 
Yol. I..W. S. B, Mathews. 
Strelezki’s Piano Studies, Vol. Ill, 
School of Four-hand Playing, 
Vol. II .....Theo. Presser. 
Song without Words.....Mendelssohn-Cady. 
Address Publisher, Theo. Pressed; 
No. 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
an all-around development, 
the best composers is an impossible task for the teacher 
who is remote from musical centres, and then, the 
expense of baying collections and using but a small 
part of them would be more than pupils could meet. 
Therefore Mr. W. S. B. Mathews has taken the whole 
field of 6tudes and from them selected such as are most 
valuable fo a i isi al md eh ealdeveiopi ent Fr m 
his wide and successful experience as a teacher he has 
been able to select those that meet every necessity in the 
teacher’s experience. ^ 
There are ten books in ten grades in preparation, each 
book containing about thirty-five pages; consisting of the 
one grade and the separate books progressively ar¬ 
ranged. The selections are most carefully fingered and 
the engraver’s 
soon as the other is fin¬ 
ished, and the others are in rapid preparation. In each 
is given a list of the best known teaching pieces to go 
with each grade. This is a help that will be particularly 
appreciated, for they are selected with the help of a 
large number of the most eminent teachers and musi¬ 
cians. Notwithstanding the large number of pages in 
the books they will be sold at $1.00 each, and will be in 
the best style of engraving, paper, and printing. 
Special Offer—We will receive orders'" in advance 
for the first volume only at 25 cts., if cash accompanies 
Notify ns by postal card when you wish your maga¬ 
zine discontinued. Be sure to do this, please, and thus 
save yourself and us annoyance. Returning the maga¬ 
zine will not enable as to discontinue it, as we cannot 
find your name on our books unless your post-office 
address is given. Of course, you will fee fcure that all 
arrearages are paid. Please give your address com¬ 
plete. - 1 ^ 
I hi < ~<i is re c ircul ti m 1 Thi Etui ’ 1 as t eei dt e 
. (its! fcri n worth md the recommendat ons that our 
readers have given It while calling ' the attention of 
musical friends to its value. Appreciating these kind 
efforts we now offer an extensive list and great variety 
of fine and desirable premiums, and liberal cash redac¬ 
tions. Please see Premium pages and show to your 
musical friends. 
POINTS FOR SECURING CLUBS. 
Large lists come daily. 
Send foi sample copies. 
It is new names that we want. 
•I* premiums are going rap dly. 
Send your subscription lists early. 
Musical societies take The Etude. 
Send subscriptions for your pupils. 
Push harder and get np a larger list, 
i arge discoui 13 foi 1 »B| sub rij i< 1 s. 
Our presentsncrea ; ceaented. 
We seldom have a subscriber discontinue. 
*' hi E ude fo 92 will be better th 1 ever 
Our announcement for ’92Js worth reading. 
3ari . t puj Is leligl 1 reading Fi j Etui T> 
No dry articles by Prof. Fossil in The Etude. 
Increase your list by working adjoining towns. 
“ Helps and Hints,” contains pungent thoughts. 
It is a personal talk about The Etdue that tells. 
All • th .1. .> rtant nisi a nt w$ 1 T 11 E ui >. 
Live and progressive musicians write for The Etude. 
Have you looked over the music pages of this number ? 
annotated. The first book Is now 
hands and the second is ready 
We offer a great bargain to any one wanting a piano. 
It was never used, looks as well as new, but a very little 
shop-worn. We will sell this at much less than cost to 
get it out of our way for our rapidly increasing stock of 
musical publications. The piano is seven and one-third 
octaves, square, and thoroughly reliable. Has a good 
act on and md durably made. 
Reed Organs can be ordered from this office. We 
have made arrangements with one of the best and most 
noted makers, the Carpenter Company, of Brattleboro, 
Vt., by which we can furnish any style of their make at 
prices greatly in favor of the buyer. Address us, stat¬ 
ing' what number of sets of reeds, style of caBe, etc., 
and we will quote prices. These instruments are well 
made, of good materials, fine tone and workmanship, 
beautiful in design of case, and in every way, desirable 
and thoroughly reliable. We will give special care to 
the selection of the most desirable style for the benefit 
of the customer. Send for catalogue and prices. 
Progressive teachers desire their pupils to .read The 
Etud e. 
Is The Etude on the tables of your free reading 
room ? 
—Do you want musical ideas to think over ? Read The 
Have yon read “ How to Understand Music,” by W. 
S. B. Mathews? Every music teacher and advanced 
pupil should do so. Music teachers can do no better or 
more interesting work than to give a series of from four 
to six musicales on the first part of Volume I. By this 
instruction pupils will be taught to play with expression, 
and intelligently as well as effectively. 
Etude.' 
Celebrated teachers edit the music published in The 
Etude. 
Sixteen pages of choice music in every copy of The 
Etude. _ . . 
“ Letters to Pupils ” by Van Cleve, inspire and enthuse 
students. 
Send Borne new names when renewing your own sub¬ 
scription. 
We are doing all possible to give fine teaching music 
in Thi dde 
Send The Etude as a Christmas present to 
musical friend. 
Have you selected your Christmas gifts from our 
Premi LiBt? 
Accept our cordial thanks—and premium—for your 
effectiv 1 efforts. 
Write addresses plainly, please, and do not forget to 
put in e S. 
* -w . ' .« . > • . * n m -v-v -■ .1 . v • • • • 
No premiums are given when the cash reduction is 
taken, or, if yon take the “Cash Premium” you are 
not entitled to any other1" premium. 
Yol. IY of “Touch and Technic” is now in the 
course of preparation ; it will treat of octave and bravura 
playing. - It is impossible at this writing to tali when the 
work will be ready for delivery, but we will receive ad¬ 
vance orders, accompanied by cash,.for twenty-five cents, 
and will announce later .when we can'deliver it. ■ 
some 
I" have been using the Two-Finger Exercises for • over 
a yea with ex silent : ill ’ The School of Arpeggios 
7 ‘.a- ju t e eiv I rece tly 1 ht vd thoroughly as 
amined the work and am adopting it with all my 
pupils. . J' 
I am also much pleased withrtbe-Album of Instructive 
Pieces, compiled by Mr. Presser. It is a very uBefuland 
instructive collection, and iB carefully arranged, as all of 
Mr. Presser’s compilations are. Edith W. Hamlin. 
Djjar, Mr. Editor:—The pernsal of The/ Etude 
always^ives great pleasure, and yon have, at any rate, 
one reader>in London who appreciates the good work 
you are doing. faithfully, 
v - Ridley PRfctmcis. 
Wedderburn House, Hampsteac^ N. W., London, Eng. 
—We have quite a large stock of shdlf-worn music 
rolls and folios which we will sell from50cts. upwards; 
these folios are worth 3 and 4 times the amount. They 
have never been used and are entirely new. To teachers 
wanting a folio or roll this will answer all practical pur¬ 
poses, asthe wear and tear on a new roll would, in a few 
days, be the Came as these are now. 
It is the intrinsic worth of The Etude that brings in 
the subscriptions. & y ■ . " . 
‘Let yoiir New Years resolutions include a subscrip¬ 
tion to The Etude. 
“ Letters to Teachers” by Mathews, contain a mine of 
practical helps to teachers'. 
Show your musical friends a copy of The Etude. It 
js its own clinching argument. 
\New York takes the largest number of Etudes. 
Massachusetts is a close second. . 
Oar subscribers keep complete files of The Etude, 
because of its permanent value. 
We will have ready for delivery before the first of 
January a volume of Chopin’s complete waltzes. The 
• We are now making more favorable offers than ever before. The Variety of premiums is large enough to meet the 
wants of all. We have:especially endeavored to offer premiums suitable for Christmas and birthday presents. 
' ' -■ V.V TP T CEI 
.«■ mm.---■mmm ■ m 
That everything in this list is also: offered for sale. Full particulars, including prices, postage, express charges, etc.,, are 
given with each article. Large and heavy articles sent by express at the cost of purchaser or receiver at destination. 
HOW TO SECURE SUBSCRIBERS TO “THE ETUDE.” 
really is there is no difficulty whatever in securing a list; in fact, our large subscription list is due to the worth of THE ETUDE to musical 
people. A copy of it left in the hands of a musical person will speak for itself. Hence, first leave a copy with a prospective subscriber for a day 
or two, for inspection, and call attention to the Prospectus, found on another page, where its features are described. Send for a few sample copies 
for this purpose. You can,.of course, let several persons see the same copy by not leaving it at any one place for more than a few days. Sub¬ 
scriptions can begin with any number back to the beginni ig.of the year • - 
Subscriptions can be sent in when you like, and we will keep your account, so you can select a premium when you have finished your 
solicitations’ Money to be sent with orders each time, of course • 
A Wf\m TO) flllR RFAFIFfiSi ®verJ article offered has been personally inspected, and in describing them we have been exact, 
VVUnU a U UUil tlLHL/LllUi and have not in the least overstated the truth; in fact, we keep within our motto,4< GOODS 
BETTES THAW ADVERTISED”: Our readers can order these goods in perfect confidence. As Premiums we make especially liberal 
offers, and to purchasers the prices are below current rates, and in many instances even below pub^hers’ and manufacturers’ prices. In every 
instance great value for the money is offered. Please show our desirable list of Holiday goods to your friends. 
LIBERAL CASH PREMIUMS. 
One Subscription, no deduction,.$1.50 
Two Subscriptions. 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Eight 
Ten 
Fifteen 
Twenty 
How to Understand Music, by W. S. B. Math¬ 
ews. Either vol. 1 or II for four subscriptions, price 
§1.50 each, post-paid; or for six subscriptions both 
volume j will be given. : 
These bool . e nt tin a r at amc mt of informati > 
Dictionary of Music, by W. 8. B. Mathews. Given 
for three subscriptions. Price §1.00, post-paid. 
A correct and complete musical dictionary, tastefully 
and durably bound in doth. A valuable feature is the 
names of the classical and modern musicians, phonet- 
j regarding the inner structure of mnsic, ?hus showing the ically spelled, thus giving the pronunciation. This book 
pupil how to play with au effective expression. They serves as an encyclopaedia where more expensive works 
also contain excellent biographies of the masters and are not at hand. This is a valuable presentation book, 
WITH CASH EDUCTIO S .« 0THEF PiEl fl 1 - IVEN 
WHAT THE PREMIUMS ABE FOB. 
We Offer Premiums to Subscribers for Their Trouble in 
Securing Hew Subscriptions. 
10 PREMIUM GIVEN FOE ONE SUES0EIPTI0N. 
Teachers and Pupils will find a large list of mu¬ 
sical works offered as premiums, thus giving them an 
opportunity of forming a musical library and at the same 
time helping the cause of music by introducing The 
Etude to musical people. We recommend the follow¬ 
ing works as being particularly desirable:— 
MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS. 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas 
Tapper. Given for four subscriptions. Price, post¬ 
paid, §1.50. 
This book is selling rapidly and is most warmly com¬ 
mended by both professional and amateur musicians. A 
good book for presentation to studentB or teachers. 
Ghats with Music Students, by Thomas Tapper. 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.50. 
special material for pupils’ mustcales. and shonld be on every 
A president of a college said; “ I have always en- Groves5 Dictionary 
joyed vocal mnsic, but had found very little interest in five volumes. Given 
piano, and none whatever in classical, music until hear- §25.00, .sent by exprei 
. ing a -course of four lectures and musicales from Mr. box. 
Mathews’ work, * How fo Understand Music;’ since This is the best, la 
then the piano has been my favorite instrument and practical encyclopaedia 
classical music my chief delight.” invaluable work to eve 
A fine work for parents to present to their musical dent. Besides an exhi 
cl il< ren * . b pu >ile to ivc t - their ackers. on if tb vi c -1 Id o 
The Musician, by Ridley Prentice. In six volumes of every; famous compoi 
for six subscriptions or three volumes for four sub- * 
scriptions of one -volume for two subscriptions^ LIBERAL- OFFEf 
Price 76 cts. each. 
This work helps to a clear understanding and enjoy- If you send your ow 
ment of the beauties of music. Starting with the easiest, two in all, with §3.00 c; 
it leads on, in progressive order, to the most difficult following premiums;— 
piano. 
s’ of Music and Musicians, in 
for thirty subscriptions. Price 
ss, not prepaid ; put up in a neat 
rgest, most comprehensive and 
in the English language. An 
ry music teaeher and earneststu-. 
austive treatment of every ques¬ 
ti n he whole fiel f mnsic, it contains a biography 
r^ ser. 
LIBERAL-OFFER OF MUSICAL WORKS. 
n n subscription with a new one, 
ash,' yon can have any one of the 
works written for the pianoforte. It is invaluable to Music Teachers’ Class Book, Phrasing- Stu- 
teachers. Send for circular giving a fall description. A dies by- Mathews, Bach’s Lighter Composi- 
fine presentation work for either the amateur or pro- tions, Mendelssohn (Songs Without Words), Oho- 
fessional musician. pin Nocturnes, Album of Instructive Pieces 
Musical Studies at Home, by Margaret B. Har- (new), Studies in Melody Playing (Macdongall), 
vey. Given for four subscriptions. Price §1.25, 30 Selected Studies from Stephen Heller, or 
post-paid. 
This* book is intended for those who cannot enjoy in- Tw® Dollars* Worth of Sheet Music from onr 
This book has met with an extraordinary sale, and is struction from superior teachers and are remote from 
especially valuable to earnest pupils. It makes a de musical centres; It gives help and suggestions for self- 
sirable presentation book for parents to give to their mu- improvement. It is written in the conversational style, 
sical children or for teachers to present to their pupils. and was first published in the Ladies' Home Journal as 
Musical Mosaics, by W. P. Gates. Given for four a serial. Elegantly bound for presentation. 
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.50. The Study of the Piano, by H. Parent. Given for 
This book presents. the very best sayings on musical' three subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.00. 
topics, chosen from the highest ranks of authors ; 170 This work is designed to accompany the instruction 
authors, 600 quotations. Elegantly bonnd for a presen- book, and takes the place of the primer and catechism, 
tation book. Would be acceptable to any lover of music. The book has 127 pages, and is well bound in cloth. 
It is desirable as a table ornament and especially for the Parents will do well in selecting thiB book as a present 
teacher’s Btndio, where pupils and callers can take it up to their musical children. Teachers order it in quanti- 
and read while waiting. " ties. A few of the subjects treated are: General Advice 
Pianoforte Music, by^JoHN C. Fillmore. Given for on Practice; Necessity of Counting; Mnsical Memory; 
" ------ On_ Reading Music; The PedalOvercoming Bad Hab- 
its, etc. etc. 
.four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.60. 
Interestingly written.1 • A comprehensive outline of 
u
i - < » y  j F : i aed< , 
o H ’ ite u
Catalogue 
If you send your own subscription with two new ones, 
three in all, with §4.50, yon can have your choice of one 
of the following premiums:— 
Music Polio or Boll, New Lessons in Har¬ 
mony (Fillmore), Technic (Spengler’s), Practi¬ 
cal Harmony (Ritter), Fifteen Copies Pupils’ 
Lesson Book, Sonatina Album (Presser), Coun¬ 
terpoint and Canon (Ayres), Mozart Complete 
Sonatas, or 
musical history in its relation to the pianoforte, from the Piano Teaching, by Felix le Couppey. Given for 
beginning of the Christian era to recent times; and it 
also contains short biographies of the great masters, 
with a critical estimate ot their compositions. A stand¬ 
ard work in the leading conservatories. Valuable pre- 
sentation book. . j 
Lessons in Musioal History, by John C. Fii.lmore. j 
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.50. 
Written especially to interest pupils. It covers the 
entire Haiti of musical development, as oratorio, opera, 
orchestra, piano, organ, etc. Makes a valuable book to 
preset t to a music pupil. 
Musioal Culture, by Carl Merz. Given for five 
3. Price, post 6. 
This is a delightful book, one that sets the r er to 
lirable to teac rs, pupils, and 
amateurs who like to know the underlying principles and 
of what so stirs them when hearing music. Good 
book to present to ministers and choir leaders as well as 
to teachers, pupils, and amateurs. 
presentation book. 
i. .teac ers r r it i a ti- Dollars’ Worth of Sheet Music from our 
set Catalogues 
X^Overc fid If y°u 8end y°ur own subscription and three new sub- 
e fecial, Overcoming tfad nan with §6.00,premium from one of the fol- 
. i lowing will he given: 
three subscriptions. Price 75 cts., post-paid. Artof Piano Playing (Clarke), Course inHar- 
Thia book is more for pnpils than for teachers, al- mony (Howard), Pianoforte Instructor (Howe), 
though of interest to both; The book abounds in prac- Studies in Measure and Rhythm (Krause), Sys- 
1 tical helps and advice. A good prese t tem of Pianoforte Technic (Howe), Unbound 
Palmer’s Piano Primer, by H. R. Palmer.. Given Volume of Etude (1887, 1888, 1889, or 18})0), Well- 
for three subscriptions. Price, bound in cloth, §1.00, Tempered Clavichord (Bach), Landon fi Beed 
post-paid. ' Organ Method . , ' 
JK' - OWE MOsi POTOi.aB.«msr«ra 
lent should na.', e a copy/ It is dun ily lound in'& it- is a year’B subscription to The Stude for four si 
able style for presentation scriptions; with §6.00 
Whys and Wherefores of Music, by H. Sher- , CDP«|&. 'metrerb-1' 
woodVining. Given for two subscriptions. Prise FHE PUPILS’ SPECIAL OFFER. 
60 cts., post-paid. Mnsic boo^s from the well-known catalogues of Peters, , 
This book answers the uestions that t coi htolff, Aug^ner £ C rnd Breitkopf & Hartel. 
•Mil lug to the mind of the inc il re- ontpin at ahd^rd and. classic mnsic in 
time, angering, notation, touch, expression, embellish- th< -.'atesLvariety" of arrangjam^ius and for all lustra- 
m its, rhythm,etc., etc. Avail iok irprese ta- ments, solo_ coml - toll, 
tion to pupils. rim as music* 
The “Davenport” Mandoline, of .figured maple. 
Given for thirteen subscriptions with $19.50. Price 
$10.00. Sent by express. The mandoline is a nov 
elty to many people. It gives a pleasing and charm¬ 
ing tone. Is not a difficult instrument to play- The 
.mater's list price of the above is $16.00. We offer it 
as per above. 
‘ ‘ THE PITTSBURG-'' BANQUET OR LIBRARY 
LAMP is a new style that is coming into favor. It stands 
high ehough to illuminate the whole table and those sit¬ 
ting about it, yet without shining into the eyes. Given 
for nine subscriptions with $13.60 ; your name may 
be one-of the nine. Price'-$6.00. Sent by express. 
This is a very stylish pattern ih nntique brass. Makes 
an acceptable present. The height of this lamp to top 
■" “ The “-Newport” Guitar, of figured oak ( iven for 
^ 2. thirteen subscriptions with $19.60. Price $10.00 
MUSIC ROLL, No. 1, of American Russian leather, Sent by express. Maker’s list price is $16.00. We 
cloth lined, leather handle and strap, nickel buckle. Naell it as per above. ' 
Given for four subscriptions with $6.00; your own Regular size Banjo of superior make, material, and 
name may be one of the four. Price $1.60, post-paid. 1 toihe. ''Given for twelve subscriptions with $18.00. 
MUSIC ROLL, No. 2, of saddler’ siehther, russet and Maker’s list price $10.60. We will sell it for $7.00. 
black, not lined, no handle, leather strap with covered Sent by express. 
RWtT>.wiil3a&< 
WWS;V$ 
ambourlne. Girl. Bronze. 
Size, style and workmanship 
as in the above three pieces. 
Given for sis subscriptions 
with $9.00 ; one name may 
be your own; Price $2.50, 
sent by express. This is a 
graceful ana beautiful figure, 
” dll sing rou AUT- ;■ 
TLB SONG.” Given for 
your own and one new sub- 
sents'a young M?ss imftating a 
prima donna, and is a very 
popular subject for studio adorn- “A‘ 
ment. It also makes an appropriate Christmas present. 
LIFE-SIZE ETCHINGS OF MENDELSSOHN, 
FBEETHOVEN, MOZART, WAGNER, CHO¬ 
PIN, AND HANDEL. Any one of these given for 
vour own and two new subscriptions with $4.50. 
Price of each portrait $1.10, post-paid; size 22x28 
inches. 
These etchings are the finest life-size portraits of the 
masters on the market, and they make elegant pictures 
foi fine framing. 
INKST USTD. 
INKSTAND. ^ Length 9 inches; width 4§ inches. 
Japanese, antique brass, or oxidized silver. Given 
for four subscriptions with $8.00; one name'may be 
your own. Price $1.50, post-paid. 
INKSTAND. Length 6|- inches; height 3 inches- 
Antique brass, or oxidized silver. Given for five 
subscriptions with $7.50; one name may be your 
own. Price $2.35, post-paid. This is a figure of a 
n< bit 3S i found a: a dog 1 ins s,i - n .me , baby bo ■ 
standing by his side. 
PAPERWEIGHT. Same as above, except that it is 
oolid and has no ink well. Given for six subscrip¬ 
tions with $9.001 one name may be your own. Price 
$3.00, post-paid. 
Paper Knives. 
The publisher of The Etude has investigated the sub¬ 
ject of photographic cameras. As the result he offers 
th folio rin c< npl ' it it r mat urs:— 
THE EUREKA CAMERA. 
A, Carrying Case; B, Ruby Lamp ; C, Double Plate 
Holder; D, Dry Plates; EE, Developing Trays; F; Glass 
- * idnate ; Q D vt lo i ig i c ron i j Sol ition H, H 
posulphite Soda; I, Printing Frame; J, Sensitized 
Paper; K, Card Mounts; Focusing Cloth. 
This outfit is designed as a means of acquiring a prac¬ 
tical knowledge of photography at a very small expense, 
and while the. various parts are not of the finest work¬ 
manship or highest finish they are carefully made, and 
the outfit is capable of producing excellent results. It 
is not of the toy order, such as are many other cheap 
outfits. This is recommended as a desirable investment 
for the beginner who cares to make but a small outlay. 
Size of picture that can be taken is 4 x 5 inches? which 
is large for such a camera. We offer this desirable out¬ 
fit for fifteen subscriptions with $22.50; your own 
name can be one. Price $8.00. Sent by express. 
Never , was. a more true proverb than “ Satan finds 
some evil still for idle hands to do.” Wise parents 
delight to have their boys “ ride a hobby,” and so keep 
interested and busy enough to be: out of harm’s way. 
Nothing is better, more elevating, fascinating, inexpen¬ 
sive, and valuable than a good camera. It serves to 
keep the hoy much at home, and,' above all else, it gives 
him something to do that calls forth admiration from 
friends, and so makes him happy in his photographic 
activity. 
This Eureka School Outfit .makes a valuable present 
in the broadest sense of the word “ valuable.” 
Mozabt 
Mozart. A statuette in bronze. Size, 9 inches high : 
base 8 inches—long. Given for ten new subscrip¬ 
tions with $15.00. Price $5.00, sent by express. 
JlSIftl . Length, 8 in. Length, 7J| nr, 
/ } PAPER KNIVES. Antique brass or 
/ oxidized silver. Tour choice of one of 
these three paper knives. Given for 
three subscriptions with $4.50; your 
own name may be one. Price $1.00, 
Length. 10 in. post-paid. 
THERMOMETERS. Height 8 inches. Antique brass Haemont. 
Harmony.” In bronze. Size, 8 inches high; base. 
8J- inches long.. Price $2.50, sent by express. Giver 
fey fly© subscriptions with $7.60. Desirable for pres¬ 
entation. 
We Also Offer the Famous Kodak, No. 1. 
This giveB a round picture 2& inches in diameter; 
capacity 1Q0 exposures without reloading; size/-3i x 
8$ x 6 inches; weight, loaded, 1 lb. 8 oz. This is the; 
Original Kodak.- With this instrument you can 
photograph everything that-interests Jyou. Given for 
forty subscriptions with $60.00; one name may be 
your own. Price $25.00. Sent by express. Send fori 
Kodak literature, beautifully illustrated. , 
SSIliSS 
« 
mam. 
TRIPLICATE MTR.Tt.OR.. Each glass 7f x 10 inches, BOX’S OWN BOOK OF INDOOR. .AMD O U r- 
aold and silver, durably plated, given for sixteen DOOB SPORTS AND. GAMES. 12mo, 624 
subscriptions with $24.00; one name may he your, pages; illustrated; cloth, gilt. Given for two sub¬ 
own. Trice $10.00. Sent by express, A superb scri ttions,.yopr- name.nmy be ope• of.-.the,.two,, 
rift, The design is a work of art. $3 00. Price $1.26, post-paid. . . - 
6 / a * This book is for the purpose of directing an active 
MIRROR. Musioal Designs. Height 14§ inehes; boy’s energies into the right direction. It is a compen- 
Given for ten subscriptibns with dinni of a number bf new and all ttp old favorite games, 
be your own. Price $6.00. wonders,'and tricks that have served to ’amuse mankind 
The design represents Music, Scalp- Jn a]j ages It is a desirable presentation book. 
■In agondpla ^NUTTALL’S NEW STANDARD DIOTION- 
Anticne brass “P ' 7 ART '■ of ; the English Language. Crown 8vo,; 914 
1 " pages; cloth, gilt. Given for .three subscriptions, 
Height, 12 one name can be your own, and $4.60. Trice of bbok 
Given for $1.00, post-paid. . ^ • 
name may be This is an enlarged and new illustrated edition. 
width 16 inches. 
$16,00; one name ma; 
Sent by express; ' _ w 
tnre, Painting, and Literature . 
a grand spectacular procession, 
beautifol gift-piece. _ 
ASF OR PITCHER. Classic design, 
inches. Antique brass or oxidized silver. 
five subscriptions with $7.60; one tmuo u»»j ... — -—e,-— —•• --— 
your own. Sent by express A chaste and elegantly 100,000 references and all the new words, lb© new ‘ 
designed gift-piece. Price $3.00. edition, just issued, contains not only all the matter - 
found in the London edition, but also a dictionary of 
synonyms; a grammar of Yolapuk, the new universal The Night Before Christmas. By Clement C. ■ language; a supplement of nearly -6000 words ,and Moore. Never before has this popular poem—a fa- 
i definitions, many of which are of American origin and vorite with both the old and the young—been presented 
image, and cannot be found in any other dictionary. It jn such a beautiful dress. It is elegantly illustrated with 
. is a desirable present for a yonng person, especially for twenty-two engravings, from original drawings by F. 
grammar and high-school scholars. B. Schell, W. T. Smedley, A, Fredericks, and H. R. 
A ■Eline sta^daridWorks^^^L OO The Bells. By Edgar Allan Poe. Elegantly illus- 
given for four subscriptions with $6.00; one name The Deserted. Village. By Olivee Goldsmith. 
may be your own. This is in every way a fine edition. Elegantly illustrated with thirty-five engravings, fron 
Adam Bede, George Eliot; Bacon’s Essays ; Crown drawings by Ham matt Billings, 
of Wild Olives and Sesame and Lilies, Ruskin;. Daniel The Cotter’s Saturday Night. By Robert Burns 
Deronda, George Eliot; Darid Copperfield, Dickens; Elegantly illustrated with fifty engravings, from draw 
plete; ■ Felix Holt, Eliot; Hypatia, Kingsley; Ivanhoe, Any one of the above nine books given for five sub 
Scott; Intellectual Life, Hamerton; Jane Eyre, Char- gcriptions with $7.60; one name may be jour own. Prices 
I ifS lotte Bronte ; John Halifax, Gentleman, I lock; Ivory surface, gilt edges, $1.601 embossed calf, gilt edges 
Lamphghter,^ Cmnmms^; Last Days of Bcjmpei^^Bnl- §51,50; alligator, yellow edges, $1.60. Post-paid. 
Dickens ; Mill on theTloss, Eliot; Old Portraits and By special arrangement we are enabled to offer the pop 
Moder„?Skefohes, Whittmr^Ohver^T^st^ Dxckmis | uar monthly magazine, The Housewife, devoted to thi 
n™ i.nvnrA™ . w „ A K0ST DESIRABLE OFFER m?’n!horteveSthing pertain- , 
3LEGANT G^T EDITIONS, m Embossed THE “BELLS” SERIES. ing to: woman’s work and wo- Artiftk* 
Leather, of the Poets. Padded sides, burnished 0 v .A nWmn-P Trpn,tpd v \ 
yellow edges. A most desirable and beautiful edi- The “ Bells ’’.Series is one of the finest editions on 1 aaEhVRbpth Stif- 
tion, comprising Byron, Scott, Shelley, Barns, He- the market, and has been undertaken by the publishers „ . pi. -lyr. *OT, Hari&nd 
mans, Pope, Moore, Cowper, Coleridge, Shakespeare, with a view to issue original illustrated poems of a high R t pnnir„ Harriet 
mton, Wordsworth . character, at a price within the reach of aU. ‘ 
Also, in same style, the following standard books: _ _-v_. . ' ‘ rUnkinn™ MarvKV1« Dallas,. twsn 
.. Desirable books for holiday, birthday, and wedding i ^ ^ JW H ' CLUBBING- BATES WITH “ THE ETUDE.” 
^hese books are written by snch eminent authors as 9 \" j jftl f- We will send any of the following periodicals and The 
Rev. Samuel C. Green, D. D.; Rev. Samuel Manning, ■ U j , ' Etude for the price named in the second column. 
LL. D.; Rev. Richard Lovett, M. A.; Rev. W. IJrwick, I ygqfisfijPub- With 
M. A., and revised and partly jre^n^ten bjr Prof. E. P.. j Century Magazine..R00 $6*!00 
Thwmg, Ph. D., member of the Royal Asiatic Society, ; St son A no 
and author of “Outdoor Life in Europe,” “ Outdoor | €> J . % %' ! 
Life in the Orient:” Egypt, illustrated; Palestine, ■% j & . ^.*. a'nn ' ?‘nn 
illnstrated; India, illustrated; Germany, illustrated; ; j ' i> .■  o'nn n'nn 
Ireland, illustrated; England, illnstrated; Ho- l Si^' j w'.. » nJ !' n 
garth’s Works, illnstrated; La Fontaine’s Fa- —..- Frank Leslie a Popular Monthly.. 3.00 4 00 
rnihspriniinnw8': mJif G©ms from Tennyson. By Alfred Tennyson. El- Harper’s Magazine... 4.00 4.60 
m f; WeW. 4.00 4.75 
They are quarto size, each volume containing about Beauties of Tennyson. By Alfre^ Tennyson. El- £t y ■ .■.. nfl „‘nn 
200 pages and 160 illustrations. These volumes from egantly illustrated with twenty engraving, from origi- lonngreopie ............ .•••: 
cover to cover are so artistically made and1 superbly nal drawings by Frederic B. Schell. Beautifully Youth ^Companion (new subscriber8 only), 1.76 2.76 
finished as to constitute works of art that will be an printed on the finest plate paper. 2°““** t? .*./onn n'nn 
ornament to any home and the most acceptable gift to From Greenland’s Icy Mountains. By Bishop t -V.T?v,tWvTf>n m...I r on n sn 
a friend. Heber. Elegantly illustrated with twenty-two engrav- A . .j g' qq g’gg 
ART GEMS. Given for four subscriptions with BfautffX printed StCTeXlatepaSr^* Sch°'L Atlantic Monthiy(new subacribersohiyj^ 4.00 4.76 
$6 00; one mav be vour own name. Price $2 00 , ! pn“rea,0ff lDe “nest plate p^Per* , New York Observer (new subscribers only) 8.26 8.76 
nost-naid Profusely illustrated ’ Lady Clare. By Alfred Tennyson. Elegantly illus- Home Jour pal (New York)... 2.00 8.00 
®°. . P *'■ ■ ■ ' ' trated witii twenty-two engravings, from original draw- Scientific American........2.60 8.60 
BORE’S BIBLE GALLEjEtlfr—tEoards.) Given ings by Alfred Fredericks, F. S. Church, Harry Fenn, Scribner’s Magazine......3.00 4.00 
for three subscriptions; one name .may be your F- B. Schell, E. P. Garret, and Granville Perkins. DemofeE?.^s Magazine.. 2.00 8.00 
own. Price $1.26; quarto; 200 pages; lithographic Beautifully printed on the finest plate paper. Voice Magazine (Werner’s)..... 1.50 2.60 
covers. Bm^en ori the Rhine. By Caroline E. Norton. Wide Awake. ... 2.40 3.00 
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IT IS THE LEADING EDUCATIONAL MUSICAL MAGAZINE, 
AND HAS WON SUCCESS ON ITS OWN MERITS and in a field 
peculiarly its own. Its aim has been, from the initial number, to encourage 
a love for all that is'best in music; to give needed help to the struggling 
teacher, earnest student and ambitious amateur, and especially to inspire 
those remote from the musical centers of our country; to treat only prac¬ 
tical subjects that are connected directly with the study and advancement 
of music. Its articles are alike helpful to the teacher, pupil and general musical 
reader. It treats every-subject in musical art interestingly, practically and 
helpfully. Dry and speculative subjects find no place in The Etude. 
It is not a magazine of current events; its articles have a permanent value, 
so much so, that there is a large demand for back numbers. It allows no 
personalities, or the lauding of pet theories, or furthering of personal or 
business interests. The Etude is conducted solely in the interests of its 
readers. The Etude has a large and growing subscription list, yet; it has 
never been extensively advertised or brought to the notice of the general 
musical public. Its intrinsic worth has been its only claim for 
patronage. ■ 
There are in The Etude several special departments, but the main 
portion of the magazine Is devoted to short and original articles by our 
leading American teachers and musicians and' by. the best -writers in 
Europe; in short, the best writers upon -musical subjects of the whole world 
write for The Etude. One of the best musicians and writers of our 
country translates foreign articles especially for The Etude. The Etude 
has on its staff1 of writers more than ONE HUNDRED special con¬ 
tributors. Charles W. Landon will have the general management of the 
Editorial Department. Contributions can be sent directly to Mm, at this 
office. Mr. W. S. B. Mathews will continue to conduct his “Practical 
Letters to Teachers,” which have proved so stimulating to the young 
members of the musical profession. John S. Van Cleve will continue his 
helpful and interesting “Letters to Pupils.” The valuable “Question and 
Answer” Department will be conducted, as in the past, by the entire Corps 
of Editors and a number of specialists, as the case demands. “ Worthy of 
Comment” will still be conducted by Charles. W. Landon. In the 
“Musical Items,” mention will be made of the principal musical events, 
thus keeping the reader fully informed on the musical events of the 
world. A 
. The column of “Helps:arid’ Hints” will be continued: Thi^ column - 
will be made especially helpful and suggestive to- teaehers and pupils. 
Space will be given to Concert Programmes, for the purpose of showing 
what compositions are suitable for public use. In the. ‘“New PuHiCation 
Department ” are reviewed the principal musical works as they, kre issued. 
We desire to keep our readers fully informed about till that- Is new and 
worthy In musical science, theory, history,.'biography jahd"litefafetif,e;>.;'f: . ’,' 
- The music of The Etude alone1 is worth many times the subscription , 
price—there is about twenty dollars’ worth a. year, if bought at "regular,. - 
sheet-music prices—there being sixteen clearly printed pages in each issue. 
The eornpo itions • dll &lw a ys be" f nerit and of variou legrees of difficulty, 
so that every player- can.find, music for. personal use in. each issue.. A, large 
part of this music will be edited and Annotated, by some of the best teaehers - - 
and musicians especially for Tom Etude.. .The pieces caiLalwayp. be had 
In sheet form. Them will he lessons,on some of the pieced,forth# purpose- “ 
of showing young, teachers, how to analyze and teach a piece. ' This music : 
is selected with the greatest care to meet the needs, of teacherd, pupils and - 
amateurs. 
There will be no radical change in any part of the magazine, although 
itf field *■ v b< somewhat broadened,1 for the . are untold riches still unex 
plored.^nd the beijt writers available will give our readers their thoughts 
upon th m Everything published n The Etudi will pass through Mr. 
Pressef’s hands before publication. The Editor’s motto.is, “ The greatest 
good to the greatest, number, and-something for every reader.” - . . " ' 
The Etude is not a trade journal, but relies on the subscriptions 
received for its support. Its. patronage has been very liberal and we hope i 
for its continuance, and shall do all la our power to be worthy of all the 
best wishes of. our readers, therefore we confidently expect our subscription 
list to increase still more rapidly, by being more than ever worthy of 
patronage. • ' , '• , * ■ - . 
To all of those who desire to extend the. circulation of The Etude we 
will send free sample copies; Those who desire to act as agents will please 
send for a circular of special terms, which we have issued for this purpose. 
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